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Summary

Autonomous unmanned surface vehicles (USV) are expected to play an ever increas-
ing role in a wide variety of tracking, search and rescue, surveillance, and defense
missions. Recent work in artificial intelligence (AI) planning is focused on developing
a basic computational understanding of these planning problems and developing cor-
responding algorithms for facilitating autonomous vehicle operations. However, the
current work in AI planning makes highly restrictive assumptions about the domain
characteristics. This limits the use of these approaches for solving real-world planning
problems. On the other hand, the work in the field of robot system development is
focused on developing a working solution for a specific robot platform and planning
problem. Hence, the lessons learned from such implementations are difficult to apply
to other problems in the same class.

Currently it takes a significant amount of time to develop the best-in-class planner
for autonomous vehicle operation. Factors that contribute to this are the following:

• Selection of an appropriate model for representing the world: There are many
different possibilities for representing obstacles, terrain, and passages in the
world. Representative examples includes voxel based representations, bound-
ary representations, and octree representations. In addition to selecting the
representation, decisions need to be made regarding the level of model fidelity
(i.e., degree of approximation). In addition, often Voronoi diagrams or medial
axis need to be computed to facilitate faster reasoning. The representation of
the world significantly affects the computational time and plan quality. Unfor-
tunately, different representations prove to be useful in different scenario. So,
currently it takes a long time to evaluate different representations and select
the best one.

• Selection of a representation of plans: In real-time applications, plan repre-
sentation significantly affects the overall performance. Plans that provide very
detailed vehicle moves can be executed by the vehicle without major adaptation.
But generating such detailed plans taxes the planning system computationally
and hence compromises the plan quality due to time constraints. On the other
hand, low-resolution plans require the plan execution system to perform sig-
nificant adaptation and thus limit how quickly the execution system can take
actions. Hence finding the appropriate representation is crucial to getting a
good performance from the planning system.

• Selection of a planning algorithm: Many different planning algorithms have been
proposed for autonomous vehicle operations. These algorithms have different
computational performance and capabilities. Uncertainty in the world models
and the possibility of catastrophic failures make these planning problems very
challenging. The same action in different world-states can have radically differ-
ent consequences. Hence the effect of an action needs to be modeled as non-
deterministic state transitions. Actions that have the possibility of catastrophic



failure in a state need to be handled carefully. Selecting a planning framework
that produces the best possible results and avoids catastrophic failures is a time
consuming task.

A major issue in the development of increased autonomy for robotic vehicles such
as USVs is the time and expense of developing the software necessary to handle a
large variety of missions and all the variations in the encountered environments. This
is a challenging task and requires writing a significant amount of code by human
programmers and extensive parameter tuning.

We aim to find an improved approach for generating action selection policies
for autonomous operations. In particular, we are interested in retaining complex
characteristics of the real-world problems and developing a framework by combining
elements of AI planning and motion planning.

Recent advances in simulation area enable us to use high fidelity simulations to
capture the influence of real-world constraints/characteristics on the autonomous ve-
hicle planning problem. It also allows us to carry out an accurate analysis of proposed
solutions. The advent of low-cost, high-performance computing architectures enables
us to explore a very large number of solutions in a short period of time. Advances
in procedural representations enable us to automatically generate complex candidate
solutions. Hence, our premise is that high fidelity simulations can now facilitate
innovation and discovery process.

This report describes our efforts to develop planners for USVs. Chapter 1 describes
an evolutionary computation-based approach for automated action selection policy
synthesis for unmanned vehicles operating in adverse environments [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].
Chapter 2 describes GPU based algorithms for computation of state transition models
for USVs using 6 degree of freedom dynamics simulations of vehicle-wave interaction
[8, 9, 10, 11]. Chapter 3 describes a trajectory planning and tracking approach for
following a differentially constrained target vehicle operating in an obstacle field [12,
13]. Finally, Chapter 4 describes a contract-based, decentralized planning approach
for guarding a valuable asset by a team of autonomous USVs against hostile boats in
an environment with civilian traffic [14, 15].



Chapter 1

Automated Synthesis of Action
Selection Policies for Unmanned
Vehicles Operating in Adverse
Environments

Contributors: Petr Švec and Satyandra K. Gupta

1.1 Introduction

Manual development of a truly robust robotic system operating in an environment
with an adversary exhibiting a deceptive behavior is a challenge. This scenario is
typical for combat mission tasks where even a single mistake in the decision of the
unmanned vehicle can have fatal consequences. In such scenarios, the vehicle has to
be prepared to rapidly execute specialized maneuvers in addition to its default strat-
egy in specific situations as defined by its control algorithm, or action selection policy
to successfully accomplish its task. The difficulty in the development of such a policy
consists in manual handling of the vehicle’s failure states that arise in the encoun-
tered environments. This requires intensive repeatable testing of the overall vehicle’s
behavior using a large suite of different test scenarios, identifying the shortcomings,
and implementing various contingency-handling behaviors [16].

In this article, we introduce a new approach for automated synthesis of an action
selection policy for unmanned vehicles operating in a continuous state-action space.
This approach can be viewed as an iterative synthesis process during which an initial
version of the policy is automatically generated and then gradually improved by
detecting and fixing those shortcomings that have a high potential of causing various
task failures. The presented technique belongs to the class of evolutionary methods
that directly search for the policy [17], as opposed to computing a value function [18].
In contrast to the majority of the direct policy search methods, our technique utilizes
a dedicated local search procedure that finds specific additional macro-actions [19] (in
the form of action plans or maneuvers) allowing the vehicle to preemptively avoid the



failure states that cause substantial decrease in the total performance of its default
policy.

The iterative detection of failure states and refinement of the policy helped us
handle the large, continuous, and in large part fragmented [20] state space of the
considered reinforcement learning problem. The fracture of the state space presents
a significant challenge for standard evolutionary algorithms [21] to evolve a well-
performing policy, since the vehicle may be required to execute very different actions
as it moves from one state to another. By explicitly detecting the failure states, we
are able to identify the subspaces of the state space that possess the characteristics
of high fracture that hampers the generalization of policy actions. Once the failure
states are identified using multiple evaluation runs, they are traced back in time to find
exception states from which new macro-actions can be executed. The use of macro-
actions in contrast to using primitive actions simplifies and speeds up the synthesis,
as there is no need to generate primitive actions for a greater number of states to
successfully handle the failure states. The new action plans are readily incorporated
into the policy, since they operate over a set of locally bounded and overlapping state
space regions. The technique takes advantage of the fact that a large proportion of
the state space is not encountered during the actual policy execution, so that the
most critical failure states are always handled first. This is similar to the idea of
the Prioritized Sweeping technique [22], using which the computation of the value
function is focused on important states according to some criteria. We use Genetic
Programming (GP) [23] as a discovery component of the macro-actions to be applied
locally in the exception states. During the whole process, no external human input
on how the policy should be synthesized is therefore needed.

The policy is internally represented as a composite of one default high-level con-
troller and a set of specialized action plans. The default controller is used to control
the vehicle’s behavior in all states except the states for which specific macro-actions in
the form of action plans are needed. The action space of the vehicle is represented by
a set of primitive commands, each having continuous parameters. The commands are
combined, parametrized, and composed into a structure by the synthesis process to
perform the overall task. The inherent symbolic representation of the policy greatly
simplifies the analysis of its behavior. In addition, the symbolic representation allows
integrating human knowledge and the analysis of the policy can provide the basis for
improving the code.

Our approach was tested in the context of a large project aimed at the develop-
ment of a general mission planning system [24, 5] for automated synthesis of action
selection policies for Unmanned Surface Vehicles (USVs) [25, 26]. In this chapter,
we specifically focus on automated synthesis of a policy used for blocking the ad-
vancement of an intruder boat toward a valuable target. This task requires the USV
to utilize reactive planning complemented by short-term forward planning to gen-
erate local action plans describing specific maneuvers for the USV. The intruder is
human-competitive in the sense that its attacking efficiency approaches the attacking
efficiency of deceptive strategies exhibited by human operators. Our aim is to reach
the level 3 of autonomy as defined in [27]. In this level, the unmanned vehicle auto-
matically executes mission-related commands when response times are too short for



operator intervention.

Figure 1.1: Overview of the overall approach for synthesis of an action selection policy
for USVs

1.2 Problem Formulation

We are interested in synthesizing action selection policies suitable for solving sequen-
tial decision tasks that have highly fragmented state spaces [20] and require high
reactivity in planning. The policies should thus allow the unmanned vehicles to
quickly respond to the current state of the environment without any long-term rea-
soning about what actions to execute. In addition, the policies need to be represented
symbolically in order to simplify their audit.

The task for the synthesis is to find a policy π : S → A that maps macro-actions
A (also known as temporally extended actions that last for one or more time steps
N) [28] to states S, such that the expected total discounted reward r for the task
is maximized. The total reward r is computed as cumulative reward by taking into
account rewards rst,at of individual macro-actions at ∈ A taken from states st ∈ S.
The policy π consists of one default policy πD and a set {πi}ni=1 of n additional
specialized policy components πi : Si → A that map macro-actions A to a specific set
of overlapping regions Π = {S1, S2, ..., Sn} of the state space S.

We define a failure state sF ∈ S as a state in which the vehicle acquires a large
negative reward due to violation of one or more hard Ch or soft Cs task constraints
during the execution of a given task. The violation of even a single hard task con-
straint ch ∈ Ch (e.g., hitting an obstacle) guarantees that the vehicle will not be
able to recover from its failure, and thus will not successfully finish its task. On the
other hand, the violation of a soft task constraint Cs (e.g., losing a chance to block
the intruder for a small amount of time) also results in a negative reward but does
not terminate the task execution, since the vehicle can compensate for this type of
task constraint violation in further planning. In both cases, the vehicle can avoid



the violation of the constraints by executing appropriate pre-emptive macro-actions
A from a special set of representative exception states SE,REP ⊂ S.

More formally, there exist m sequences

P = {pi|pi = (si,1, ai,1, si,2, ai,2, . . . si,l−1, ai,l−1, sF,i,l)}

of states and atomic actions (as special cases of macro-actions with the length of
one time step) representing transition paths in the state-action space that gradually
attract the vehicle to failure states

SF = {sF,1, sF,2, . . . , sF,m} ⊂ S

if no additional macro-actions A are executed. We define a state of exception sE,i for
a path pi as the most suitable state from which a corrective macro-action ac ∈ A can
be executed to deviate pi from that state towards the states that result in the highest
achievable expected reward. The state of exception sE,i can be found by searching
in reverse from its corresponding failure state sF,i in pi, which is equivalent to going
back in time. Further, we define SE as a set of exception states for all paths P leading
to failures, and SE,REP as a representative set of close-by exception states from which
the greatest number of failure states can be avoided.

The above formulation presented a general policy synthesis problem. Now, we will
define a special case for the blocking task. In this case, the task is to automatically
synthesize an action selection policy πU : S → AU for a USV to block the advancement
of an intruder boat toward a particular target. The policy πU should maximize the
expected total reward r expressed as the maximum pure time delay the USV can
impose on the intruder. The intruder executes a policy πI : S → AI that exhibits
a deceptive attacking behavior. This prevents the USV from exploiting regularity in
the intruder’s actions. For this task, the USV needs to utilize reactive planning to
be able to immediately respond to the current pose of the intruder boat by executing
appropriate blocking maneuvers. The blocking maneuvers implement macro-actions
AU as defined by our framework. In this particular case, we define a failure state sF
as a state in which the intruder is closer to the target than the USV. The defined
failure state thus covers both the soft and hard task constraints violations.

1.3 USV System Architecture

The developed policy synthesis approach is closely coupled to the underlying system
architecture of the USV. This architecture consists of several modules that are re-
sponsible for different tasks, e.g. sensing, localization, navigation, planning, behavior
control, communication, human interaction, or monitoring [25, 26].

The USV utilizes a reactive controller with short-term forward planning for quick
execution of maneuvers to be able to immediately respond to the state of the environ-
ment. This is in contrast to using a purely planning controller that deliberates about
what sequence of actions to execute. The reasoning process of this type of controller
would consume considerable amount of time since the planner would need to compute



a number of candidate sequences of actions, evaluate each of them, and choose the one
with the highest utility. In this work, we use the term short-term forward planning
to emphasize the fact that the vehicle’s action selection policy produces a sequence of
time-varying actions (i.e., in the form of macro-actions) without any deliberation (as
it is in the case of the purely planning controller), as opposed to directly executing
individual primitive actions in each vehicle’s state. This speeds up and simplifies
the policy synthesis (see Section 1.4) since there is no need to repeatedly generate
multiple primitive actions for a single representative exception state to successfully
handle the corresponding failure state. The macro-actions cover a larger subset of the
state-action space and thus simplify and increase the speed of the policy synthesis
process.

The high simulation speed of the USV’s dynamics model is critical for policy syn-
thesis and therefore we use its simplified version with 3 degrees of freedom. This
simplified model has been adapted from the full-blown 6 degrees of freedom USV
dynamics model as described in [10]. The full-blown model considers ocean distur-
bances and is used for high-fidelity physics-based real-time simulations inside the
virtual environment.

1.3.1 Virtual Sensor Models

The planning system needs to utilize only relevant key sensory information abstracted
from the raw sensor data. This information is represented as a vector of features of
different types (e.g., numerical or boolean) required for a successful fulfillment of
the mission task. The values of the features are computed by a predefined set of
virtual sensors [29] that process raw sensory data. The features can have one or more
parameters using which their values are computed (e.g., features of the boolean type).

The planning system uses virtual visibility, relational, and velocity sensors. The
virtual visibility sensor is a detection sensor with cone-shaped detection regions (see
Fig. 1.2a). The size of the overall sensor area is defined by its reach and range
parameters. Each region returns a boolean value expressing the presence of other
objects and a normalized distance to the closest object. The relational virtual sensor
provides relevant information on how other objects are situated with respect to the
USV or to each other. It computes boolean values to be stored as values of the
relational features. The velocity virtual sensor returns the velocities of other objects
inside the environment.

1.3.2 Planning Architecture

USV State Definition

The full state of the USV (see Fig. 1.2b) is represented by an 8-dimensional vector s =
[α1, α2, φU , φI , v1, v2, γ, d] of state variables that encode attributes of the environment
for the task. The angle α1 represents the angle between the USV’s heading and
the direction to the target, α2 is the angle between the intruder’s heading and the
direction to the target, φU is the USV’s steering angle, φI is the intruder’s steering



Figure 1.2: (a) USV visibility sensor model, (b) USV’s state in respect to the intruder
and target

angle, v1 is the USV’s translational velocity, v2 is the intruder’s translational velocity,
γ is the angle between the USV’s heading and the direction to the intruder, and d is
the distance between the USV and the intruder.

Policy Representation

The policy πU allows the USV to make a decision from a set of allowable actions
based on the observed world state. The default policy πD is represented as a high-
level controller (see Fig. 1.3b left). This controller is made by a decision tree that
consists of high-level parametrized navigation commands NC, conditional variables
CV, standard boolean values and operators BVO, program blocks PB, and system
commands SC (see Tab. 1.1). The leaves of the decision tree can be conditional
variables, boolean values, navigation commands, or system commands. The inner
nodes can be boolean operators or program blocks.

The additional policy components are represented as action plans that are se-
quences of parametrized navigation NC and system SC commands, and can be
grouped into program blocks PB. The action plans are internally represented as trees
so that the same synthesis mechanism used for generating the default controller can
also be used for generating the plans. The leaves of the tree can be navigation or
system commands.

The navigation and system commands have parameters, for example, the posi-
tional navigation commands (e.g., go-intruder-front) are defined using five parame-
ters, where the first two parameters represent the USV’s relative goal position (in
polar coordinates) around the intruder. This effectively allows the vehicle to cover
all feasible positions, as defined by its policy in a certain area around the intruder.
The next two parameters represent a cone-shaped blocking area around the rela-
tive goal position. Once the vehicle gets inside the blocking area, it starts slowing
down to limit the intruder’s movement. The last parameter represents the length
of the command execution. The turning left/right action commands have two pa-
rameters that represent the desired steering angle and the length of the command
execution. The translational velocity of the vehicle is explicitly controlled by the ve-



NC go-intruder-front (front-left, front-
right, left, right)
turn-left (right)
go-straight

CV intruder-on-the-left (right, front, front-
left, front-right, at-the-back, at-the-
back-left, at-the-back-right)
intruder-has-target-on-the-left (right)
usv-has-target-on-the-left (right)
usv-intruder-distance-le-than
usv-closer-to-target-than-intruder
usv-facing-intruder

BVO if, true, false, and, or, not
PB seq2, seq3
SC usv-sensor, usv-velocity, usv-match-

intruder-velocity

Table 1.1: Policy primitives

locity commands, where the usv-velocity command sets an absolute velocity given as
a parameter, whereas the command usv-match-intruder-velocity sets a velocity given
as a parameter relatively to the current velocity of the intruder. The usv-sensor sys-
tem command changes the parameters of the virtual visibility sensor and thus allows
it to explicitly control the risk level of the obstacle avoidance behavior.

Policy Execution

During the mission, the USV periodically senses its surroundings and classifies its
current state with respect to the intruder and the target. The classification mechanism
of the policy executor decides whether the current state is close enough to one of the
states for which a corresponding action plan exists. If such a plan exists, the policy
executor directly executes the plan, otherwise it executes the default controller to
generate a new sequence of actions. The decision whether to execute a specific plan
depends on the activation distance parameter δ. This parameter defines the minimal
distance that has to be achieved between the current USV’s state and any state in the
predefined set to activate a specific plan. The state space S = S1 ∪S2 is thus divided
into two regions where in the first region S1 the USV generates and executes plans
using the default controller, whereas in the other region S2 the USV directly executes
previously generated or manually defined plans. The distance between normalized
states is computed using the standard Euclidean distance metric.

The input into the policy is data from the virtual sensors that compute the values
of all conditional variables. So, for example, the boolean value of the intruder-on-
the-left variable is directly provided by the virtual relation sensor while the value of
the intruder-velocity-le-than parametrized variable is provided by the virtual velocity
sensor.



(a) Overall policy that consists of one default
controller and a set of action plans. The prod-
uct of the execution is a sequence of action com-
mands (bottom)

(b) Example of a default controller (left) and an
action plan (right)

Figure 1.3: Policy representation

Planning and Control Architecture

By acquiring and processing sensor data in short-term cycles, and planning, the
planning and control system (see Fig. 1.4) determines an action command to be
executed to direct the vehicle inside the environment. The policy executor of the
system takes as inputs sensor data, mission parameters, the USV meta model, and
the action selection policy. It decides which component of the policy to execute to
generate an action plan based on the current state of the vehicle. The plan con-
sists of a number of action commands, each being executed for a certain amount of
time. The ultimate output of an activated command is a sequence of motion goals
G = {g1, . . . , gn}, gi = [x, y, θ, v, t], where [x, y, θ] is the desired pose of the vehicle, v
is the velocity, and t is the time of arrival. The motion goals are directly processed
by the trajectory planner. The computed trajectories are consequently executed by
a low-level controller to generate corresponding motor commands for device drivers
of a particular actuator.

The planning and control architecture consists of planning, behavior, trajectory
planning, and low-level control layers (see Fig. 1.4). The planning layer is responsible
for interpreting the stored policy, which results in a number of commands queued for
execution. The command processor inputs a command from the queue and either
activates a corresponding behavior that interprets the command (e.g., in case of
navigation commands), or modifies the properties of the trajectory planner (e.g., in
case of system commands) in order to change the velocity or sensitivity of the obstacle
avoidance mechanism of the vehicle. The commands are usually planned for short-
term execution, such as planning of strategic maneuvers. The length of the execution
is defined as a parameter of the command. The policy executor remains inactive until
all the commands from the queue are processed, in which case the command processor
requests new commands from the policy executor.

Each navigation command corresponds to the behavior selected by the behavior
selector in the behavior layer. The behaviors produce sequences of motion goals
when executed by the behavior executor. In the current architecture, the behaviors



Figure 1.4: USV planning and control architecture

are turn-left/right, go-straight, and go-to-intruder. The trajectory planner receives a
motion goal from the behavior executor and computes a feasible trajectory for the
vehicle to reach the pose defined by the motion goal with a predefined velocity and
within the given time.

The behavior executor is also responsible for monitoring execution of the trajec-
tory and handling exceptions. An exception occurs if the vehicle loses its chance to
successfully reach the motion goal as defined by the corresponding behavior. In that
case, the command queue is emptied and new commands are supplied by executing
the policy.

By default, the behaviors always choose a translational velocity that maximizes
the USV’s performance. So for example, the go-straight behavior uses maximum
translational velocity to get to the requested position in the shortest amount of time.
The policy can override this velocity by calling the usv-velocity or usv-match-intruder-
velocity system commands.

1.4 Approach

In this section, we describe our approach to policy synthesis, which belongs to the
class of evolutionary techniques [17] that directly search for the policy in contrast to
computing a value function [18]. In addition to the evolution of a default policy, the
presented iterative technique utilizes a specific local evolutionary search that finds
additional macro-actions using which the vehicle can avoid frequent task execution
failures.

The overall process is completely automated and starts by the synthesis of a
default version of the policy πD (see Fig. 1.5). The policy is then gradually refined



Figure 1.5: Policy synthesis overview

by detecting failure states in which the vehicle has a high probability of failing in its
task, and generating new pre-emptive action plans incorporated into this policy to
avoid the failure states in future planning.

The synthesis technique exploits the fact that a large proportion of the state space
is not frequently encountered during the actual policy execution. This observation
together with the use of the default policy makes it possible to partially handle the
combinatorial state explosion [21] by evolving locally bounded optimal actions for
only specific subsets of the continuous state space. This is further supported by
generating macro-actions of variable size (defined by the number of commands and
their execution time) in contrast to generating primitive actions, which would require
identification of a substantial greater number of exception states to successfully handle
the detected failure states. Hence, this results in faster synthesis as there is no need
to generate primitive actions for every single state to handle the failure states.

The actual algorithm iteratively computes a stationary policy πU : S → AU that
attempts to maximize the expected accumulated reward. The main steps of the
algorithm are as follows (for a diagram depicting the whole process see Fig. 1.5):

1. Employ GP to evolve an initial version πD of the policy πU . The initial version
may consists of a hand-coded portion to speed up the synthesis process.

2. Evaluate πU inside the simulator using m distinct evaluation test cases T . The
evaluation returns a set of failure states SF = {sF,1, sF,2..., sF,n}, n ≤ m in
which the vehicle fails its mission task. Each test case t ∈ T defines the initial
states of the vehicles and determines the maximum number of time steps N for
evaluation of the policy.



3. Given SF , find a corresponding set of exception states SE = {sE,1, sE,2..., sE,n}
in whose proximity (given by the activation distance parameter δ) the vehicle
has the potential to avoid the failure states SF if it executes appropriate action
plans.

4. Extract a representative set of exception states
SE,REP ⊆ SE, as described in detail in Section 1.4.1, in which the vehicle has
the potential to avoid the largest number of the detected failure states. In this
way, the focus is always restricted to the most critical failure states first while
leaving the rest for possible later processing.

5. Generate a set of local test cases Ti to be used during the evolution of a new
action plan πi as described in the next step. Each test case t ∈ Ti encapsulates
a corresponding exception state and determines the maximum number of time
steps Ni ≤ N for evaluation of the plan.

6. Employ GP to evolve a new action plan πi : Si → A for the representative set
of exception states SE,REP . This prevents the over-specialization of the plan by
evaluating its performance using a sample of states from this set (presented as
the test cases in Ti).

7. Optimize the new plan πi and integrate it into the policy πU . If the termina-
tion condition is not satisfied, continue to step 2. The distance between the
normalized states is computed using the Euclidean distance metric.

1.4.1 Extraction of a representative set of exception states

A diagram that describes the extraction process of representative exception states is
shown in Fig. 1.6. First, the algorithm finds corresponding exception states SE for
given failure states SF by reverting back in time for a predefined number of time steps
Nτ .

Second, given SE, the algorithm iterates over all exception states sE ∈ SE and for
each of them finds its neighboring states SE,δ within the activation distance δ. Then,
for sE and the states from its immediate neighborhood SE,δ, the algorithm finds
corresponding failure states SF,E together with all their neighbors SF,E,δ within the
distance δ. The algorithm terminates by returning the representative set of exception
states SE,REP that is associated with the largest number of corresponding failure states
SF,E ∪ SF,E,δ. The set SE,REP consists of a representative exception state sE,REP and
its immediate neighboring states SE,REP,δ within the distance δ.

Fig. 1.7 shows an example of a detected representative set of exception states
SE,REP (marked by the indicated set of circles) and their corresponding failure states
(marked as crosses) connected by relational links. The states are projected to 2D
plane by multidimensional scaling that uses the Kruskal’s normalized stress criterion
[30].

In the context of our mission task, a failure state sF defines a situation in which
the intruder is closer to the target than the USV. Its corresponding exception state



Figure 1.6: Extraction of a representative set of exception states SE,REP

sE is found by reverting back in time for a predefined number of time steps Nτ to
record a state from which a new specific action plan can be executed to prevent a
possible future failure. The simple way of determining sE can be further improved
by developing a special task-related heuristic that precisely determines a state from
which the vehicle will have the highest chance of successfully avoiding the largest
number of possible failure states.

1.4.2 Evolution

The evolution searches through the space of possible plan configurations to find the
best possible action plan for a particular state. Both the default policy πD (repre-
sented as a controller) and specialized action plans {πi}ni=1 as components of the policy
are automatically generated using separate evolutionary processes. The specific evo-
lutionary method we used is the strongly-typed Genetic Programming imposing type
constraints on the generated Lisp trees [31]. This is a robust stochastic optimization
method that searches a large space of candidate program trees while looking for the
one with the best performance (so-called the fitness value).

The evolutionary process starts by randomly generating an initial population of
individuals represented as GP trees using the Ramped half-and-half method [31]. The
initial values of parameters of all action commands and conditionals are either seeded
or randomly generated. The default controller πD of the policy πU is generated using a
human-written template for which GP supplies basic blocking logic. The first portion
of the template encodes a maneuver using which the vehicle effectively approaches
the intruder at the beginning of the run, as there is no need for it to be explicitly



Figure 1.7: Representative set of exception states. The failure states (marked as
crosses) and exception states (marked as circles) are projected to 2D plane using
multidimensional scaling with the Kruskal’s normalized stress criterion. The links
between each pair of states express the failure-exception state bindings.

evolved.
The terminal and function sets T and F consist of action commands, system com-

mands, conditional variables, boolean values and operators, and program blocks as
defined in section 1.3.2. The sets are defined as

Tdefault−controller = Tplan =NC ∪ SC
Fdefault−controller =CV ∪ BVO ∪ PB ;Fplan =PB

Within the population, each individual has a different structure responsible for differ-
ent ways of responding to its environment. The individual plans are evaluated in the
context of the whole policy inside the simulator. The sensory-motor coupling of the
individual influences the vehicle’s behavior, resulting in a specific fitness value that
represents how well the USV blocks the intruder.

We favor individuals which can rapidly establish basic blocking capabilities and
optimize them to push the intruder away from the target over the entire trial duration.
To do so, the fitness f is defined as the sum of normalized squared distances of the
USV from the target over all time steps. If a collision occurs, either caused by the
USV or the intruder, the zero fitness value is assigned to the individual, and the
selection pressure eliminates the policy component with low-safety guarantee. The
fitness function is as follows:

f =
1

N

N∑
t=1

(
di
d0

)2

(1.1)



Population size / 500 / 100 (con-
troller)

number of genera-
tions

50 / 30 (plan)

Tournament size 2
Elite set size 1
Min. and max. ini-
tial

3 and 6 (con-
troller)

GP tree depth 2 and 4 (plan)
Maximum 30 (controller)
GP tree depth 10 (plan)
Reproduction prob. 0.1
Crossover prob. 0.84
Structure mutation
prob.

0.05

Shrink structure
mutation prob.

0.01

Mutation prob. of
parameters of ac-
tion commands

0.5

Table 1.2: GP parameters

where N is the total number of time steps, di is the distance of the intruder from
the target at time step t, and d0 is the initial distance of the intruder from the target
in a particular test scenario. The total fitness value of the individual is maximized
and computed as an average of the fitness values resulting from all scenarios.

The default controller πD is evaluated using a hand-coded human-competitive
intruder in 8 different scenarios. In each scenario, the intruder has a different initial
orientation, and the USV always starts from an initial position closer to the target.
The evaluation lasts for a maximum number of time steps equal to 300 seconds in
real time. The maximum speed of the USV is set to be 10% higher than the speed
of the intruder, but other properties of the vehicles are the same. The action plan is
evaluated using a sample of states from SE,REP found within the activation distance
δ of its corresponding sE,REP . The evaluation lasts for a maximum number of time
steps equal to 10 seconds in real time.

The individuals in the initial population mostly exhibit a random behavior. By
selecting and further refining the individuals with high fitness, their quality gradually
improves in subsequent generations. During this process, the individuals are randomly
recombined, mutated, or directly propagated to the next generation. These operations
are applied with the predefined probabilities (see Table 1.2).

During the policy synthesis, the USV learns the balance between safe and danger-
ous maneuvering by mutating the reach and range parameters of its virtual visibility
sensor. The policy is thus co-evolved with the sensor parameters of the vehicle to



control the obstacle avoidance mechanism.
The optimization of the generated default controller πD removes all branches of

the code that have not been executed during evaluation scenarios. Moreover, each
generated action plan πi is truncated to contain only the action commands that do
not exceed the maximum execution time of the plan.

A detailed description of the functionality of all the operators used can be found
in [23]. The control parameters of the evolutionary process used for evolution of the
default controller and plans are summarized in Table 1.2.

1.5 Computational Experiments

1.5.1 General Setup

We tested the developed approach in the context of a combat mission task during
which the USV protects a valuable target against an intruder boat. In this task, the
intruder boat has to reach the target as quickly as possible while the USV has to block
and delay the intruder for as long a time as possible. We set up an experiment to
compare the performance of the automatically generated USV’s policy to the USV’s
policy coded by hand. We compare the performance in terms of pure time delay im-
posed by the USV on the intruder. To get a fair assessment of the USV performance,
the time values being compared must be normalized by a 40-second baseline. This
baseline represents the amount of time needed to reach the target if the intruder is
completely unobstructed. Any additional time above this baseline thus represents the
effective delay time of the intruder when being blocked by the USV.

The policy of the USV is evaluated in 800 runs to account for the intruder’s
nondeterministic behavior. Each evaluation run lasts for a maximum number of time
steps equal to 300 seconds in real time. The dimension of the scene is 800 × 800
m with the target positioned in the center. At the beginning of each run, the USV
and the intruder are oriented toward each other with a random deviation of up to 10
degrees and the USV is positioned on a straight line between the intruder and the
target. The initial distance of the USV from the target is approximately 240 m while
the intruder’s initial distance is 360 m. The USV’s maximum velocity is 10 m/s while
the intruder’s maximum velocity is 9 m/s.

1.5.2 Experimental Protocol

First, we manually implemented an initial version of the intruder’s attacking policy
and tested it against human players to evaluate its performance in the virtual envi-
ronment. The policy was further improved in multiple iterations over a period of 6
weeks. Its overall size reached 485 lines of Lisp code. The outline of the policy func-
tionality is described in the next section. We evaluated the performance of the policy
by pitting human players against it playing as USVs. The human players achieved 90
seconds of pure time delay on average imposed on the intruder. This shows that the
intruder’s attacking policy is quite sophisticated as it exhibits a deceptive behavior. If



the intruder’s behavior was not deceptive, the human players would have been able to
quickly find a motion pattern in the behavior that could be exploited for “indefinite”
blocking, and thus not useful for the synthesis.

Second, we implemented the USV’s blocking policy against the hand-coded in-
truder. The policy was improved iteratively over a period of 3 weeks. Its overall size
reached 500 lines of Lisp code. The main difficulty when implementing the policy
by hand was the manual identification of the most critical cases (or exceptions) in
which the policy had a low performance. This is generally non-trivial and requires
substantial human effort.

Third, we used the mission planning system to automatically generate the USV’s
blocking policy using the hand-coded intruder as the competitor. The activation
distance parameter δ was set to 0.2 for all action plans. In the current version of the
approach, a failure state is determined to be the state in which the intruder is closer
to the target than the USV. An exception state is computed by going back in time
for 150 time steps from a given failure state.

Finally, we compared the performance of the automatically synthesized USV’s
policy to the hand-coded one.

1.5.3 Intruder’s Policy

The hand-coded intruder’s policy is represented as a single decision tree that contains
standard action commands as well as their randomized versions. The intruder’s policy
is divided into five main sections. Each of these sections handles a different group
of situations that can arise during the combat. The first section handles situations
in which the distance of the intruder from the target is greater than 130 m and the
angle between its translation direction and the target is more than 80 degrees. In
these situations, the intruder attempts to rapidly change its direction of movement
toward the target by aggressively turning left or right, depending on the relative
position of the USV.

The second section handles situations in which the USV is very close to the in-
truder, positioned relatively to its front left, and the target is on the intruder’s left
side (see Fig. 1.8a left). In this case, the intruder has two options. Either it executes
a random turn with probability 0.9 or it proceeds with a complete turn. In both
cases, the intruder can slow down rapidly with probability 0.3 to further confuse the
adversary. This section also handles a symmetric type of situations when the USV is
on the front right of the intruder and the target is on the right.

The logic of the third section is very similar to the logic of the second section with
the exception that it handles the situations when the USV is directly on the left or
right side of the intruder (see Fig. 1.8a right). In these cases, the intruder deceives
the USV by randomly slowing down to get an advantageous position, proceeding with
a complete turn, or executing a partial turn. The probability of the complete turn is
0.1 and the probability of slowing down is 0.2.

The fourth section deals with situations in which the intruder is positioned behind
the USV inside the rear grey area as shown in Fig. 1.8b left. The greater distance
of the intruder from the USV gives it opportunity to exploit the USV’s tendency to
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Figure 1.8: Representative portions of intruder’s policy

overshoot a little in the process of blocking. In this case, if the USV has high velocity,
the intruder slows down and turns toward the stern of the blocking USV, passing the
USV from behind. Otherwise, the intruder randomly turns with probability 0.7 or it
proceeds with a complete turn (see Fig. 1.8b right). Again, the intruder can rapidly
slow down with probability 0.3.

Finally, if the intruder is not in close proximity to the USV, it computes the best
sequence of actions in order to get to the target as quickly as possible.

The intruder’s policy modifies the reach and range parameters of its virtual visi-
bility sensor to indirectly control the balance between a safe and aggressive obstacle
avoidance mechanism. For example, if the intruder wants to make an aggressive turn
in close proximity to the USV, it has to take risk by decreasing the reach of the
sensor to be able to quickly proceed with the turn. In this case, the sensitivity of the
obstacle avoidance behavior is reduced for a short period of time so that the intruder
can easily pass the USV from behind. If the intruder always aimed to safely avoid the
adversary, it would not get any chance to get to the target, especially if it competes
against a human player.



1.5.4 Results and Discussion

The experimental run that generated the blocking policy with the highest performance
is shown in Fig. 1.9. The horizontal axis of the graph shows different versions of the
policy consisting of a gradually increasing number of action plans. The vertical axis
shows the blocking performance in terms of the intruder’s pure time delay for each
version of the USV’s policy. The best performance is reached by version 249 of the
policy and amounts to 65 seconds of pure time delay on average and a median of 53
seconds. This can be compared to the pure time delay of 53 seconds on average and
a median of 46 seconds imposed by the hand-coded USV on the same intruder. This
result thus shows that the best performance of the automatically generated policy
exceeds the blocking performance of the hand-coded policy.

The automated generation of the policy took approximately 1 day to generate the
default controller and approximately 23 days on average to generate action plans for
300 automatically defined exception states on a machine with configuration Intel(R)
Core(TM)2 Quad CPU, 2.83 GHz. From the set of 10 experimental runs, only 2
were able to find a policy with similar performance to the best one. The remaining 8
runs prematurely stagnated due to over-specialization of some of the evolved action
plans and imprecise extraction of exception states. Even a single defective action plan
synthesized for one of the key situations can significantly influence the performance
of the whole policy. This shows that the synthesis of a policy for the USV to block
the intruder utilizing a nondeterministic attacking policy is a challenging task.

The results show that the performance of the first few versions of the policy is
low as they contain only a few action plans describing specialized maneuvers for a
small number of key situations. However, as the synthesis process progresses, more
action plans handling new situations are added and the overall performance gradually
improves. This way the initial policy becomes sophisticated due to newly evolved
action plans. The synthesis process continues until version 249 of the policy after
which the performance stagnates. This can be attributed to difficulty in solving new
complex situations in which problems with the generalization of action plans and
correct detection of exception states arise.

The graph in Fig. 1.10 illustrates the average distance of failure states from the
target during the synthesis process. It is shown that at the beginning of the synthesis
(up to the version 47 of the policy), the failure states occur farther from the target,
while most of them appear closer to the target at an average distance of 75 meters,
where most intense combats happen.

Evolution of a single policy against an adversary exhibiting a nondeterministic
behavior thus generates a highly suboptimal solution. To further improve the perfor-
mance of the policy, distinctive states are automatically isolated for which short-term
action plans are generated. As a result of that, the final policy demonstrates a clear
performance advantage over the policy without the high performing substitutes.

An example of a run in which the USV reached 45 seconds of pure time delay
imposed on the intruder is shown in Fig. 12. The USV starts at the location 1.1 while
the intruder starts at the location 2.1. The first situation in which the USV executes a
specific maneuver is marked as 1.2. In this situation, the USV steers sharply to the left



Figure 1.9: Evaluation of the USV’s blocking performance. The performance is ex-
pressed as a pure time delay imposed on the intruder. Each version of the USV’s
policy was evaluated in 800 runs.

Figure 1.10: The average distance of failure states from the target during the synthesis
of the USV’s policy.



Figure 1.11: Example of a run in which the USV managed to block the intruder for
additional 45 seconds. The start position of the USV is marked as 1.1 while the start
position of the intruder is marked as 2.1.

in an attempt to intercept the intruder. The run continues until 1.3 where the USV
attempts to deflect the intruder’s heading by first carefully turning to the left and
then aggressively blocking from the side. The intruder, however, instantly responds
by executing a sharp left turn, which makes the USV attempt again to intercept him
in the situation 1.4. Yet the USV overshoots in the process of blocking. The run
continues for the next 23 seconds all the way up to the target. In the situation 1.5,
the intruder executes a random sequence of two sharp turns to deceive the USV and
thus to increase its chances for the attack. The USV, however, successfully follows
and makes another attempt to intercept the intruder but overshoots in 1.6, and the
intruder finally reaches its goal 1.7.

1.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced a new approach for automated action selection
policy synthesis for unmanned vehicles operating in adverse environments. The main
idea behind this approach is to generate an initial version of the policy first and then
gradually improve its performance by evolving additional policy components. These
components are in the form of macro-actions that allow the vehicle to pre-emptively
avoid frequent task execution failures. The combination of (1) explicitly detecting
subspaces of the state space that lead to frequent failure states, (2) discovering macro-
actions as variable sequences of primitive actions for avoiding these failure states, and
(3) having elaborated control and planning mechanisms, allowed us to successfully
solve a non-trivial reinforcement learning problem.

Our particular focus was on the synthesis of a symbolic policy for an autonomous
USV operating in a continuous state-action space with a deceptive adversary. We
have developed a mission planning system to automatically generate a policy for the
USV to block the advancement of an intruder boat toward a valuable target. The



intruder is human-competitive and exhibits a deceptive behavior so that the USV
cannot exploit regularity in its attacking action rules for blocking. The USV’s policy
consists of a high-level controller and multiple specialized action plans that allow the
vehicle to rapidly execute sequences of high-level commands in the form of maneuvers
in specific situations.

In our experiments, we have compared the performance of a hand-coded USV’s
blocking policy to the performance of the policy that was automatically generated.
The results show that the performance of the synthesized policy (65 seconds of pure
delay on average, a median of 53 seconds) exceeds the performance of the hand-
coded policy (53 seconds on average, a median of 46 seconds). Hence, the approach
described in this chapter is viable for automatically synthesizing a symbolic policy to
be used by autonomous unmanned vehicles for various tasks.



Chapter 2

GPU Based Generation of State
Transition Models Using
Simulations for Unmanned Sea
Surface Vehicle Trajectory
Planning

Contributors: Atul Thakur, Petr Švec, and Satyandra K. Gupta

2.1 Introduction

USVs operate in ocean environment with disturbances caused by waves, currents,
wake of other ships, etc. The disturbances impart significant uncertainty in vehicle’s
motion. Due to the presence of high motion uncertainty, an action of a USV may
not lead to the exact desired motion despite of using a feedback controller. Vehicle
dynamics and motion uncertainty together make the task of trajectory planning very
challenging, particularly in highly cluttered environments. Consider Figure 2.1, which
shows the influence of vehicle dynamics and motion uncertainty on the planned tra-
jectories in a USV mission. Circles M , P , and Q denote three consecutive waypoints
of a mission. When the USV reaches P , it needs to find the optimum trajectory
(with minimum length and risk of collision) between P and Q. One way, to solve this
problem, would be to find the optimum trajectory, without explicitly considering the
ocean disturbances (shown as trajectory A). Disturbances may be insignificant in the
case when the sea-state is calm (e.g., sea-states 1 to 3) or the USV is heavy enough
to get deviated. If sea-state is very rough (e.g., sea-state 4 and higher) or the USV
is lighter, then the ocean disturbances may not allow the vehicle to closely follow the
intended trajectory (A) as the disturbances may lead to collisions with an obstacle in
a narrow region. A trajectory, which is safer with respect to the ocean disturbances
but longer in length is shown in Figure 2.1 as trajectory B. It is thus evident that
the physics of interaction between USV and ocean waves greatly influences the choice



Figure 2.1: Trajectory plans for different ocean wave disturbance conditions. Trajec-
tory A is shorter but riskier and may lead to collisions in the event of high sea-state
whereas B is longer but more conservative to minimize the risk of collision. If sea-state
is calm (e.g., sea-states 1 to 3) or USV is heavy enough so that the disturbances are
insignificant then trajectory A should be chosen. If sea-state is rough (e.g., sea-state
4 and higher) or USV is light then trajectory B should be chosen.

of trajectory plan. The variations take place in dynamical parameters of USV-ocean
interaction such as inertia tensor of USV due to fuel loss, damping parameters due
to change in water density, etc. during mission. In addition to that sea-state changes
during the execution of mission due to change in weather. Based upon dynamics
based interaction between USV and ocean waves and changing sea-state, a suitable
trajectory, which is safe and still not overly conservative among A and B, needs to
be planned.

Above outlined physics-aware trajectory planning problem in highly uncertain
ocean environments can be solved by combining MDP [32, 33, 34] framework and a
dynamically feasible motion primitive based state space representation [35, 36]. MDP
is a natural framework to formulate the problem of trajectory planning under motion
uncertainties [32, 34]. The use of motion primitives in MDP based framework, thus,
allows generating trajectories that explicitly consider the constraints imposed by the
vehicle dynamics. This is unlike planning on a rectangular grid that might yield a
dynamically infeasible trajectory. In this chapter we incorporate vehicle dynamics and
motion uncertainty into motion-primitives using Monte Carlo runs of high-fidelity 6
DOF dynamics simulation of interaction between USV and ocean waves. We represent
uncertainty in motion primitives by using a state transition function. This function



maps each possible discretized state of the vehicle and a given action to a list of
possible resulting states with respective transition probabilities.

State transition function can be obtained, by either running field experiments or
by using computer simulations. Performing field experiments is the most accurate
method, but is expensive and may be infeasible when needed to be performed during
a mission. Moreover, the number of experiments may be very large when multiple
sea-states and vehicle dynamics parameters need to be taken into account, which is
the case during long missions. Computer simulations are inexpensive and can be
improved, by incorporating experimental data. The complexity of a mission and an
environment require generating the state transition map on-line, based on the infor-
mation gathered by the sensors during vehicle operation. It may be infeasible to run
all possible simulations off-line (i.e. before the mission) to generate the state tran-
sition map. This is because, the sea-state is decided by several factors, namely, the
amplitudes, frequencies, wave directions, and the wave numbers of the wave compo-
nents forming the ocean wave [37, 38]. Each of these factors is continuous and has
non-linear influence on the ocean wave. In addition to this, the ocean interacts with
USVs in a non-linear fashion. The initial conditions for the simulations can thus,
become combinatorially prohibiting for an off-line estimation of state transition map.
A potential flow theory based high fidelity 6 DOF dynamics simulator can generate
a fairly accurate state transition map and aid in generating both safe and low cost
trajectories [39, 40, 41]. The major problem with using such a high fidelity simulator
is the slow computational performance of the simulation. This is mainly because of
the fluid to rigid body interaction computation. One way to accelerate the compu-
tations is by using parallelization. Performing parallel computations would require
computing clusters to be placed on the base and communicating with the vehicle
over a network, which might be generally unreliable due to possible communication
disturbances. The alternative of placing clusters directly on-board might add to the
weight of the payload, which may not be desired or generally not possible. Another
way to perform on-board computing is by using GPU. Recently, expensive scientific
computations in various robotics problems are performed using GPUs, which are very
powerful and lightweight as well [42, 43, 44, 45]. In addition to using GPU computing,
we also employ model simplification techniques [40] to further improve computational
performance of the simulation. A faster computation of state transition map may be
required for some parts of the mission, where computing speed-up available using
GPU alone may not be enough. The accelerated dynamics simulation is then used to
establish connectivity among the vehicle’s discretized states to develop a state transi-
tion map represented using a connectivity graph. The trajectory planning problem is
then solved using value iteration of the stochastic dynamic programming (SDP) [32].

The key contributions of this chapter are: (1) incorporation of 6 DOF dynamics
simulation in state transition map estimation, (2) use of GPU based parallelization
schemes to make the simulation faster for on-line computation of state transition map,
(3) incorporation of temporal coherence based model simplification techniques with
GPU acceleration for computing state transition map even faster, and (4) solution
of trajectory planning problem using developed state transition map data structure,
so that the computed trajectory plan satisfies the dynamics constraints as well as



handles motion uncertainties.

2.2 Problem Statement and Solution Approach

2.2.1 Problem Statement

Given,

(i.) a finite non-empty state space X,

(ii.) a finite non-empty action space u(x) for each state x ∈ X,

(iii.) a dynamics motion model ẋ = f(x, u, w) of the USV, where w is a nondeter-
ministic noise term and fluid flow is based on potential flow theory,

(iv.) goal state xG, and

(v.) obstacle map Ω such that,

Ω(x) = 1, if x lies on obstacle

= 0, if x is on free space,

compute following:

(i.) State transition map over X and u: The state transition map should represent
the motion uncertainty exhibited by the given motion model under each given
action in u in the form of associated probability of transition for the correspond-
ing state transition probability p(xk|xi, ui), ∀xk, xi ∈ X, and ui ∈ u. Perform
GPU based computing acceleration and develop model simplification techniques
for on-line estimation of state transition map.

(ii.) Trajectory plan: Using the state transition map computed in step (i), determine
trajectory plan to generate dynamically feasible trajectory in each planning cy-
cle to reach target location xG from any given starting location of the USV. The
computed trajectory plan ensures that the generated trajectory is updated in
every planning cycle to recover from the pose errors introduced due to the influ-
ence of the ocean environment. This kind of trajectory plan is also referred to
as feedback plan in Chapter 8 of Ref. [32]. We assume perfect state information
is available at all times.

2.2.2 Approach

The approach is enumerated in the following steps.

(i.) Enhance the given USV motion model to suit the requirements for GPU imple-
mentation. Implement the motion model on GPU and develop simplification
algorithms to enable faster simulation.



(ii.) Model the trajectory planning problem as MDP by representing state-action
space in a lattice data structure and compute the state transition map for the
discretized action space.

(iii.) Apply value iteration of stochastic dynamic programming to determine the tra-
jectory plan. The generated trajectory plan enables the USV to find the optimal
trajectory from each discretized state x ∈ X.

In the following sections, we discuss the above steps in detail.

2.3 Dynamics Simulation of USVs

We implemented the 6 DOF dynamics model for vehicles given by Fossen [38]. We
extend the governing equations of the implemented dynamics model [40] to handle
the arbitrary number of wave components and to incorporate uncertainty into the
system. A detailed description that includes the computation of the fluid based on
potential flow theory [46] can be found in [8].

2.3.1 Uncertainty in the Motion Model

The ocean wave (the ocean wave height and the velocity field) was initialized using
given wave amplitudes, frequencies, and directions. An ocean wave, once initialized
evolves deterministically with time and can be predicted exactly using the solution of
Laplace equation [46]. However, the ocean waves initialized with the same parameters
might look different due to the presence of the uniformly random phase lags ψj be-
tween each wave component. This leads to prediction of slightly different trajectories
in each simulation run of the USVs operating under the ocean waves with exactly
identical ocean wave parameters (initialized with uniform random phase lags) and an
action. This effect is shown in Figure a, in which the USV is acted upon by a PID
controller to move along a straight line for 256 different simulation runs in ocean wave
built up of identical wave components. The variation in the trajectories of the USV
in each simulation run is due to the uncertainty introduced by random phase lags in
the ocean wave components despite of the other ocean parameters and the PID con-
trol objective being exactly identical. Figure b shows the histogram of final positions
reached by the USV when commanded to reach at (30, 0) with an orientation of 00

due to the disturbances caused by the ocean waves. Figure c shows the variation in
the final orientation while the commanded action was 00. It should be noted that the
variation in the ending pose is one of the main cause of randomness in the motion
model, which accumulates over the trajectory.

Formally, we can express the parametric form of the dynamics model (with uni-
formly random initial phase lag parameters) as follows:

ẋ = f(x, u, w) (2.1)

where w is the noise introduced due to the uniform random phase lags ψj.
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Figure 2.2: Uncertainty in USV’s motion model for action along X axis generated
using sample size of 256 (computed for sea-state 4 with average ocean wave height of
1.8m and boat moving at the velocity of 3ms−1).

2.3.2 Simulator Implementation on GPU

As described in Section 2.3.1, and shown in Figure 2.2, the USV ends up in different
poses for exactly identical action objective and initial states for different phase lag
initializations. This means that for sufficiently large number of simulation runs with
uniform phase lag initializations for a given set of initial conditions and action goal,
the distribution of final states will represent the influence of the ocean on the USV’s



Figure 2.3: Implementation of USV simulator on GPU.

motion. In this section, we describe Monte Carlo simulation based approach to esti-
mate the influence of nondeterministic effects of ocean on USV’s motion for a given
set of action goals. The Monte Carlo sampling based approach requires running nu-
merous dynamics simulations with uniformly random initial phase lags among wave
components and hence, real-time performance of the simulator may not be enough
[40]. We describe the enhancements made in the potential flow theory based simula-
tion model [39, 40, 41] for suitability of implementation on GPU.

We define state vector tuple X = (x1, x2, .., xM), where xk = [vTk x
T
k ]T is state

vector of kth simulation run and M is the number of Monte Carlo simulation runs.
Let U = (u1, u2, ..., uM) be the action vector tuple with each element as a vector

specifying action for corresponding simulation run. We denote action set for the entire
sample using the tuple Υ = (U1, U2, ..., UP ) where Uj’s are action vector tuples and
P is the number of action goals.

Also, letW = (w1, w2, ..., wM) be the phase lag vector tuple where wk = [ψ1,k, ψ2,k, ..., ψQ,k]
T

is the phase lag vector for kth simulation run and ψq,k is phase lag of qth wave com-
ponent of kth simulation run.

Thus, the augmented dynamics equation can be written by generalizing Equa-
tion 2.1 for M Monte Carlo simulation runs as follows:

Ẋ = F (X,U,W ) (2.2)

where, F is the modified dynamics function representing simultaneous simulation
runs.

Let FWT = (F T
W,1, F

T
W,2, ..., F

T
W,M) be the ocean wave force tuple where FW,k is

ocean wave force vector for kth simulation run.
The computation steps of the simulation are enumerated below (see Figure 2.3).

Algorithm 1 - GPU based Monte Carlo Simulation of USV’s dynamics
Input



(a.) Initial state vector tuple of USV X0,

(b.) number of Monte Carlo runs M ,

(c.) desired target state vector tuple Xt,

(d.) desired trajectory length l,

(e.) radius of acceptance r,

(f.) number of ocean wave components Q,

(g.) time step size ∆t,

(h.) action set Υ,

(i.) polygonal geometry of USV, and

(j.) sets of amplitudes Aq, frequencies ωq, directions θq corresponding to each wave
component, where index q varies from 0 to Q− 1,

Output Set of M trajectories
Steps

(i.) Initialize the state vector tuple of USV X = X0, phase lag tuple W , time t = 0,
and trajectory length vector L = [0, 0, ..., 0]T . Copy all configuration variables
such as ocean wave parameters, dynamics parameters and geometry parameters
to constant memory cache of GPU so that data is not required to be transferred
in each simulation time step.

(ii.) Transform the USV geometry to M states represented by X. Each transfor-
mation is performed by separate GPU thread. In this case, same instruction of
transformation needs to operate on MN similar data, where N is the number of
polygonal facets representing the USV’s geometry. We perform computations
of this step on GPU.

(iii.) Determine the instantaneous wet surfaces (SB,j) of the USV by finding out
the facets lying beneath and on the wave surface (computed by superimposing
given Q ocean wave components corresponding to jth phase lag vector wj and
compute the wave force tuple FWT . In this case computation of intersection of
each polygonal facet with instantaneous ocean wave and force computation is
performed by separate GPU threads. The number of independent operations
required is again MN . We perform computations of this step on GPU.

(iv.) Determine the required control force vector tuple corresponding to the action
set Υ using Equation 3.4.

(v.) Determine the Coriolis matrix Ck(v) and the damping matrix Dk(v) correspond-
ing to each Monte Carlo simulation run. The number of independent operations
required in this step is M . We perform computations of this step on GPU.



(vi.) Use Euler integration to solve Equation 2.2 by using the wave force tuple, Cori-
olis matrix, and damping matrix. Update time t to t + ∆t. The number of
operations needed in this step is M . We perform computations of this step on
GPU.

(vii.) Find Euclidean distance ∆X between state tuple obtained from step (vi) and X
and update trajectory length vector L with L+∆X. Compare each element of L
with the desired trajectory length l. The Monte Carlo runs, for which trajectory
length exceeds the set trajectory length l, do not update corresponding elements
of X whereas for other runs update the elements in X with the solution found
in step (vi). Since this is a step with logical branching we perform it on CPU.

(viii.) If trajectory lengths for all the runs exceeds l or all simulated instances of USV
are within the radius of acceptance r from the respective target positions then
return M trajectories else go to step (ii).

2.3.3 Simulation Results of GPU Based Parallelization

We used NVIDIA’s CUDA software development kit version 3.2 with Microsoft Visual
Studio 2008 software development platform on Microsoft Windows 7 operating system
for the implementation of Algorithm 1. The graphics hardware used was NVIDIA
GeForce GT 540M mounted on Dell XPS with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2620M CPU
with 2.7GHz speed and 4GB RAM. We chose the number of CUDA threads per block
to be 256 for each kernel function. For the CUDA kernel function needed to work
on J data members, we chose the number of computing blocks to be MN+T−1

T
. The

number of triangular facets in the USV model used in the simulations was 11158
and the bounding box dimensions of the model was 12 × 4 × 4 m. We chose ocean
wave composed of Q = 20 components with 6 components having amplitude of 0.2
m while rest 14 with amplitude of 0.1 m. 16 of the ocean wave component had
frequency of 1 Hz while four of them had frequency of 2 Hz, and the direction θw’s
were evenly distributed in the range 0 to 2π rad . We chose simulation time step
of size 0.05 s and ran the simulation for 200 time steps for 256 random phase lag
initializations. Table 2.1 shows the comparison of the computational performance on
GPU as compared to the CPU based computation. OpenMP based multi-threading
enabled 85% average CPU usage, while running the baseline simulations. GPU based
approach resulted into speed-up by factor ranging from 3.8 to 14.0, for the presented
test case. Table 2.1 also shows that the speed-up factor increases with increase in
the number of Monte Carlo runs, because of the highly data parallel nature of the
computations. For larger number of simulation runs, the cost of memory transfer is
appropriated and hence, speed-up is larger compared to smaller number of runs.

2.3.4 Model Simplification on GPU

More than 99% of the computation time in the USV simulation is spent in computing
the forces acting on the USV due to the ocean waves [40]. The ocean is represented



Table 2.1: Comparison of the computation gain due to GPU over the baseline com-
putations performed on CPU

M Baseline
compu-
tation
time on
CPU (s)

GPU
Compu-
tation
time (s)

Speed-
up

1 13.7 3.6 3.8
2 27.1 5.3 5.2
4 54.2 8.0 6.8
8 107.4 13.0 8.3
16 214.4 22.0 9.8
32 425.6 36.9 11.5
64 846.6 65.4 12.9
128 1691.2 123.8 13.7
256 3386.3 241.9 14.0

as a spatio-temporally varying heightfield in this chapter. One of the major factors
influencing wave forces is the variation in the wave heightfield in addition to the fluid
velocity around the USV. The ocean wave heightfield does not change significantly
with each simulation time step. For example, for a simulation time step of length
0.05 s, the possibility of ocean wave heightfield around the USV changing significantly
is very low. In such a situation, one can utilize the force computed in the previous
time step in the current time step of the simulation to save some computational effort.
This is the underlying idea behind temporal coherence. In order to explain the idea of
temporal coherence in a more concrete way, we define instantaneous ocean heightfield
and heightfield distance vector as follows.

Definition 1 Let the ocean wave be specified by Q components of given ampli-
tudes, frequencies, and directions. Let state vector tuple X denote the instantaneous
states of the USV for each Monte Carlo simulation run, Bj be the bounding boxes of
the USV located at the poses given by X and rectangles RB,j be the projections of
Bj on the XY plane. Let Λj denote uniform grid of size m× n on RB,j.

We define instantaneous ocean wave height-field G as a (Q×mn) sized matrix G,
such that the rows of G are the vectors made up of ordered elevations of the ocean
wave at the mn grid points on Λj.

Definition 2 For a pair of ocean wave height-fields G1 and G2, we define the
heightfield distance vector hd between G1 and G2 as the following row-wise second
order norm.

hd = ‖G1,j −G2,j‖ (2.3)

where G1,j is the jth row of G1, and index j denotes Monte Carlo run from 1 to M .
The force need not be computed in a simulation time step, if the ocean wave

heightfield distance around the USV from the previous simulation time step is not



significant. The temporal coherence test is performed as an additional operation in
step (ii) of Algorithm 1 (described in Section 2.3.2). If it is found that the ocean
wave heightfield distance corresponding to at least one Monte Carlo run has changed
significantly then step (iii) of Algorithm 1 is performed, else step (iii) is skipped
and step (iv) is directly executed. By this, the execution of step (iii) in Algorithm
1 is avoided some times, which introduces some simplification error, but reduces
computation time.

The steps for performing temporal coherence based model simplification on the
GPU are described below.

Algorithm 2 - Temporal coherence based Model Simplification
Input

(a.) State vector tuple X,

(b.) number of Monte Carlo runs M ,

(c.) number of rows (m) and columns (n) of grid,

(d.) simulation time t and time step size ∆t,

(e.) threshold τ for heightfield, and

(f.) threshold dτ for differential of heightfield.

Output Decision about whether to perform force computation in the next time
step or reuse force computed in the earlier time step
Steps

(i.) If t = 0 return decision to perform force computation.

(ii.) If t = ∆t then initialize heightfield Gp and differential heightfield dGp to a null
matrix of size M ×mn and store in global memory.

(ii.) Compute ocean wave heightfield G at time t and then compute differential
heightfield dG = G−Gp.

(iii.) Compute heightfield distance hd vector between G and Gp.

(iv.) Compute differential heightfield distance dhd between dG and dGp.

(v.) If all the elements of hd are less than τ and if all the elements of dhd are less
than dτ , return the decision to reuse the previous value of force else update
Gp = G and dGp = dG and return the decision to recompute force.



2.3.5 Results of Model Simplification on GPU

We chose m = 2, n = 5, M = 256, and dτ = 0.1, and performed the simulations
under identical ocean and USV dynamics parameter settings and varied τ from 0.00
to 0.10 in the increments of 0.025. The computation speed-up factor over the GPU
baseline computation time (when τ = 0.00) varies from 1.04 to 3.61 depending on the
set threshold τ as shown in Figure a. The mean square error in force computation
introduced due to increasing threshold τ is shown in Figure b. The temporal coherence
based simplification introduces errors in the computation of the final pose of the USV
in Monte Carlo runs. Figure c shows the variation in the Euclidean distance of final
positions of USV from the nominal position and the difference of each final USV
orientations from the nominal orientation obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation
runs. The nominal pose is the commanded pose to which USV should reach if there
are no disturbances. In the test case, the nominal position is (30, 0) and the nominal
orientation is 0 rad. The variation in distance and orientation difference increases
with increasing threshold. This is because, greater the threshold, fewer number of
times force is computed and hence, more will be the inaccuracy.

We chose fixed randomization of the ocean wave for evaluating the plots, in order
to prevent the influence of randomization on the computing time and the variation
of the pose errors.

It should be noted in Figure 2.4, that the computing gains increase slowly in
the range 0 < τ < 0.025, because, for smaller threshold, algorithm is unable to
reuse force values computed in the previous steps and owing to the same reason, the
variation in the final pose and nominal pose is also comparatively less pronounced.
For larger values of threshold τ > 0.075, the variation in the distance and orientation
increases rapidly. It can thus be concluded that τ can be varied in the window of
0.025 < τ < 0.075, for obtaining computational gain at the expense of acceptable
errors.

Figure 2.5 compares the computational gains obtained using temporal coherence
on the GPU and CPU based simplification [40] approaches with the baseline computed
on CPU (see Table 2.1). The main observations and respective analysis from the
Figure 2.5 are explained below.

(i.) The computational speed-up factor obtained using temporal coherence on GPU
is in the range of 4.7 to 43.1 and increases with the number of Monte Carlo
runs. The increase in the speed-up can be attributed to the fact that the
main computational cost of GPU operations is the data transfer between GPU
and CPU. In the USV simulation, the data of state variables and the system
matrices need to be transferred from GPU to CPU which is a constant time
operation. When the number of runs is less, the appropriated compute time
is larger whereas for large number of Monte Carlo runs the cost of memory
transfer reduces and hence, the speed-up factor increases.

(ii.) The computational speed-up factor due to temporal coherence over GPU base-
line ranges from 1.2 to 3.1.
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Figure 2.4: Model simplification results of GPU based temporal coherence.

(iii.) The error associated with the model simplification performed on GPU and CPU
is computed by taking the mean squared percentage error between the time se-
ries of the computed forces using the simplified method and the baseline method
[40]. The model simplification based on temporal coherence implemented on
GPU led to an error of 1.04% for the threshold τ = 0.075 and dτ = 0.1. Also,
the figure shows variation of computational speed-up using model simplification
algorithms based on clustering and temporal coherence on CPU [40] for sim-
plification parameters C = 60, τ = 0.070, and dτ = 0.1. The approximation
parameters C, τ , and dτ are chosen such that the errors due to GPU and CPU
based simplification is similar, for fair comparison of associated speed-up in
each case. Model simplification performed on CPU lead to an average factor of
speed-up of 6.4 and average force error of 1.25% over the CPU baseline. It can
be seen in Figure 2.5 that for single run the CPU based simplification approach
outperforms the purely GPU based approach by a factor of 1.5 and for two
runs the CPU based simplification approach is better than purely GPU based
approach by a factor of 1.1. Again the reason is the appropriation of computing
time spent on the constant time data transfer operations over larger number
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Figure 2.5: Results of GPU acceleration.

of runs. It is thus evident that using purely GPU based approach may not be
enough in applications in which a single USV needs to be run in a VE, as model
can become more complex, stretching the GPU to its limits. In applications,
where some error is tolerable, model simplification can significantly speed-up
the application at the cost of small errors.

(iv.) For larger number of runs, which are pertinent to applications such as transition
probability estimation, GPU based approach gives very high speed-up factor (in
case of Figure 2.5, about 43.1 with average mean square force error of 1.04%).

(v.) Figure 2.5 also shows that the computing speed-up due to temporal coherence,
gradually saturates as the number of simultaneous runs increases. The reason
is that the possibility of many heighfields being less than the threshold simul-
taneously reduces as the number of heightfields increase.

2.4 Application of Generated State Transition Map

in Trajectory Planning of USVs

In this section we present the application of state transition probabilities obtained
from model simplification techniques, developed in Section 2.3 in the area of trajectory
planning of USVs.



2.4.1 MDP Formulation

In this section we present the MDP formulation for the trajectory planning problem
and the algorithms to compute various components of the MDP.

State-Action Space Representation

For the dynamics computations, the state of the USV is defined as an augmented
vector of pose and velocity according to Equation 2.1. The sizes of the vectors rep-
resenting pose and velocity are 6 each, making the size of the state vector as 12. In
addition, the USV state-action space is continuous and it is very difficult to search
an optimal policy, in such a high dimensional and continuous space. In this section
we present the state-action space dimension reduction and a suitable discretization
to pose the problem of trajectory planning of USVs as a MDP.

The motion goals for the USVs are usually specified in terms of the target pose
[x, y, θ]T ) and the target velocity [vx, vy, ωz]

T on the ocean’s nominal water plane.

This means that the state space for the MDP can be reduced to [x, y, θ, vx, vy ωz]
T .

During operation the velocity of USVs do not change significantly during the opera-
tions and that justifies the choice of the constant desired velocity of the boat. Also
we tuned the PID controller such that the angular velocity is kept within a set bound.
The sway velocity and the angular velocities in the roll and the pitch directions are
generally very small and can be ignored in the MDP state space. Nevertheless, the
transition model computation is performed using all the 12 DOFs. The state space
for the planning purposes in this chapter is thus, reduced to a 3-tuple given by Equa-
tion 2.4.

s = [x y θ]T (2.4)

where (x, y) are the coordinates of the USV’s CG in the XY plane, and θ is the
orientation of the boat in the XY plane.

We chose the grid dimension to be 15.0 m (USV length is nearly equal to 12 m).
The orientation discretization is chosen to be 0.524 rad. The state space is depicted
in Figure 2.6, in which the XY plane contains the location of the CG and the θ axis
denotes the orientation of the boat. Pose of the boat in the XY plane is shown in
Figure a and the corresponding location in the 3-D state space is shown in Figure b.

The action space is discretized as a set of relative pose commands from an initial
state. We chose the set of relative final pose as 7 radial pose vectors having radial
distance of 30.0 m with final desired steering angles varying from −2.142 to 2.142 rad
in the increments of 0.428 rad. We chose the desired path lengths and the steering
angles by first running the boat for 10 s along polar directions. Using this technique
we generated a set of 7 waypoints which sufficiently cover the space around the boat
and are dynamically reachable in 10 s.



(a) Typical pose of USV in XY
plane.

(b) Location of USV in state
space.
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Figure 2.6: State-action space of MDP.

State Transition Map Computation

The state transition map for the continuous space was expressed in the form of Equa-
tion 2.1. In this section we shall describe the computation scheme to determine the
state transition map for the given USV in the discrete state space. We first present
the definition of the state transition probability.

Definition 3 Given an initial state xt and an action ut at time t, the probability
p(xt+∆t|xt, ut) of ending up in the state xt+∆t is called the state transition probability.
We assume that the time taken to execute the action ut is ∆t.

Figure 2.7 shows a USV situated initially in the state xt. When an action ut is
applied to it for 256 sample runs, the trajectories traced by the USVs are shown in



Figure 2.7: State transition map computation.

the figure. The USVs trace a slightly different trajectory for each sample run due to
the ocean wave and USVs interaction force. The variation in the resulting states for
a given initial state and an action yields a probability distribution over the resulting
states.

We use a data structure similar to state lattice [35] to consider the dynamics but
enhance it by embedding the information of the state transition probabilities in the
arcs of the state lattice and then make use of the stochastic dynamic programming
to solve the problem of trajectory planning under the motion uncertainty. The steps
to compute the state transition map are described below.

Algorithm 3 - State transition map computation
Input

(a.) Set of trajectories T = (T1, T2, ..., TP ) for a given action set Υ = (U1, U2, ..., UP )
using Algorithm 1 and 2,



(b.) List of discretized states S = [s1, s2, ..., sL]T representing the region of USV
operation.

Output State transition map.
Steps

(i.) Perform geometric transformation of each trajectory in T . Figure 2.7 shows
a portion of the state space with the rectangular grids representing region on
the nominal water plane, while the layers representing the orientation of the
vehicle that vary from 0 to 2π rad. For each simulation run (beginning from
si and taking action uj), the USV ends up in different states, shown by crosses
in Figure 2.7. State se represents the nominal ending state under the action uj
when there is no environmental disturbance.

(ii.) Construct graph by connecting the states (nodes) reachable from another states
(nodes) using the sample actions (arcs) in T .

(iii.) Determine the transition probabilities by finding out the ratio of the number
of connections between the two connected states and the total sample count of
the actions taken. In Figure 2.7, let the state sj be connected to the state si
for n(sj) times out of N sample runs. Compute the probability pij of transition

from state si to state sj using pij =
n(sj)

N
.

(iv.) Return the state transition map.

In this way, the state transition map is obtained, whose nodes are the states and
the arcs are the dynamics constraints. Each connection has a probability associated
with it, due to the system dynamics and the presence of uncertainty due to ocean
waves. It should be noted that the maximum number of children nodes of a given
parent node, for a state space with L nodes can be up to L based on the variations
in the samples of the action and level of uncertainty in the environment. This makes
the data structure very flexible in the sense of capturing the dynamics constraints
and the environmental uncertainty for extreme situations such as rough sea-state.

Reward Function

The final element of MDP is the immediate reward for transitioning from a given
state to another state by taking an action. The time spent by the USV to perform
an action, can be determined by the length of the trajectory traversed by it. This
entails that larger the length of the trajectory, smaller should be the reward for the
action, generating the trajectory, and thus, we should consider the negative value of
the trajectory length as the reward. We chose the negative of the average length of
the S trajectories traversed by the USV for each action in the control set to determine
the reward.
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(c) Final orientations for each action computed at
sea-state 3.
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(d) Final orientations for each action computed at
sea-state 4.

Figure 2.8: Control set computed for different sea-states.

2.4.2 Results of Trajectory Planning

For the given action set Υ described in Section 2.4.1, we determine the set of trajecto-
ries T , using Algorithm 1 and 2, for the sea-states 3 and 4. The average wave height,
for the sea-state 3, ranges from 0.5 m to 1.25 m, whereas, for the sea-state 4, the av-
erage wave height ranges from 1.25 m to 2.5 m [38]. The resulting set of trajectories,
for 256 Monte Carlo simulation runs is shown in Figure 2.8. The variation in the re-
sulting trajectories due to different actions in the action set is shown in Figures a and
b for sea-state 3 and 4 respectively. Variations in the final orientation in each Monte
Carlo run due to ocean uncertainty for various actions are shown in Figures c and d.
The variations in the trajectories for the sea-state 4 is larger compared to that for
the sea-state 3 due to the higher average ocean wave height. We used τ = 0.075 and
dτ = 0.1 to obtain Figure 2.8. The time taken to compute the set of trajectories for
each sea-state was 9.1 minutes. We chose sample size of 256 because the variability of
the pose data can be captured using a sample size of around 256. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.9.

The MDP formulated in the Section 2.4.1 can be solved using numerous algorithms
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Figure 2.9: Variation in sample distance and orientation from nominal pose vs sample
size.

including the value iteration, policy iteration, hierarchical techniques, approximate
techniques, etc. [47]. We chose the value iteration for computation of the solution.
The details of the value iteration algorithm could be found in many references includ-
ing [32, 34, 47]. The policies for each sea-state are computed using the value iteration
over the obtained respective state transition maps. The optimal policies are then
used for determining the trajectory to the target. Even if, the USV is deviated from
planned trajectory (mainly, the orientation is changed significantly in high sea-state)
due to forces caused by ocean waves, the computed policy can be used to regenerate
an optimal trajectory to the target state. The obtained trajectory is optimal given
the uncertainties (caused by ocean waves and unmodeled effects such as the varia-
tions in the angular velocities and the linear velocity due to the implemented PID
controller limitations). The dynamics based motion model developed in this chapter
includes these variations in the transition probability. The transition probability is
then used to compute the optimal policy in the MDP framework, which has been
proved by the researchers to yield global optima [33, 47]. It should be noted that the
optimality is achieved in the resolution sense, meaning that the chosen resolution of
the state-action space influences the achieved optimality. Finer the resolution better
will be the optimal solution, but greater will be the computational complexity.

The resulting trajectories for sea-states 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 2.10. The
origin and target orientation of the vehicle is π

2
. In case of sea-state 3, a shorter and

riskier trajectory (through a narrow passage in the midst of obstacles) is computed
by the approach discussed in this chapter as shown in Figure a. In case of sea-state
4 a longer but safer path is computed as shown in Figure b. It should be noted that
because of the dynamics constraints built into the search graph through the motion
primitives discussed in this chapter, the generated trajectories are always dynamically
feasible. This is the reason that the trajectory in case of Figure b bends near the
target, as the vehicle needs to go down in order to turn to the desired orientation
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Figure 2.10: Executed trajectories obtained by using feedback plan for sea-states
3 and 4. The feedback plans are computed using the algorithms developed in this
chapter

of π
2
. The disturbances due to the ocean waves are computed during the simulation,

which causes unpredictable deviations in the trajectory. The computed policy makes
it possible for the USV to take best action to safely reach the target, even after it
gets deviated due to the unpredictable ocean waves. The data structure and the
algorithms presented in this chapter, enables incorporating the effects of dynamics
and uncertainty in ocean waves, in the computation of state transition map, helping
in performing physics-aware trajectory planning.

The comparison of computational performance of GPU and CPU based model
simplification techniques are shown in Table 2.2. The time taken to perform Monte
Carlo simulations of the USV dynamics to compute state transition map using the
algorithm developed in this chapter was 9.1 minutes. It should be noted that the
CPU baseline was computed by implementing the parallel version (using OpenMP)
of the simulator code reported in Ref. [40]. The overall speed-up using GPU in
conjunction with temporal coherence based model simplification technique was by a
factor of 43.4 by introducing an error of 1.04%. The number of states were chosen as
4800 (20× 20× 12) and the number of actions as 7. The value iteration took 28 s to
converge when computed on the computed state transition map.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented GPU based algorithms to compute state-transition
probabilities for USVs using 6 DOF dynamics simulations of interactions between
ocean-wave and vehicle. We used the obtained state transition model in standard
MDP based planning framework to generate physics-aware trajectory plans. We ex-
tended the dynamics model for USV simulation, reported in Ref. [40], to incorporate
multiple wave components and random phase lags in ocean waves. The approach
described in this chapter is flexible and is capable of handling any USV geometry,
dynamics parameters, and sea-state. We developed GPU based algorithm to perform



Table 2.2: Summary of computational performance obtained using GPU and temporal
coherence based simplification over CPU computations. Number of actions in action
set P = 7 and number of simulation runs M = 256.

CPU Base-
line

GPU Base-
line

CPU with
clustering
(C = 50)
and tem-
poral co-
herence
(τ = 0.070)

GPU with
temporal
coherence
(τ = 0.075)

Computation
time (min)

395.0 28.2 80.2 9.1

Speed-up fac-
tor over CPU
baseline

1.0 14.1 4.9 43.4

Error introduced
(%)

0.0 0.0 1.25 1.04

fast Monte Carlo simulations to estimate state transition probabilities of USVs op-
erating in high sea-states. We further improved the computational performance by
developing model simplification algorithm based on temporal coherence. The overall
computational speed-up obtained is by a factor of 43.4 by introducing a simulation
error of 1.04% over the CPU baseline. Transition probabilities can be computed
within 9.1 minutes by using the algorithms described in this chapter. The chapter
also presents a case study to demonstrate the application of the developed state tran-
sition map to generate physics-aware trajectory plans for sea-states 3 and 4 in MDP
based planning framework.



Chapter 3

Target Following with Motion
Prediction for Unmanned Surface
Vehicle Operating in Cluttered
Environments

Contributors: Petr Švec, Atul Thakur, Eric Raboin, Brual C. Shah, and
Satyandra K. Gupta

3.1 Introduction

Autonomous unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) [25, 48, 49, 50] can increase the
capability of other surface or underwater vehicles by continuously following them
in marine applications. These include sea-bed mapping and ocean sampling tasks
[51, 52, 53] in environmental monitoring [54, 55, 56], cooperative surveillance by
means of a network of heterogeneous vehicles (e.g., air, ground, and marine unmanned
platforms) to provide situational awareness [57, 58, 59], search and rescue [60, 61], or
harbor patrolling and protecting vulnerable areas [62, 63, 64, 1, 15].

Consider the case of a cooperative team of USVs guarding an asset against hostile
boats in naval missions [15]. In these missions, the vehicles are required to approach
passing boats, recognize adversaries, and possibly employ active blocking [1] to pre-
vent the adversaries from reaching the asset. In order to maximize the guarding
performance of the entire team, it is necessary for each USV to consider its own
dynamics when approaching or following the boats. Moreover, each USV should be
able to reliably compute its desired position [x, y]T , orientation ψ, and surge speed u
values, jointly defined as a motion goal, by estimating the future poses of the boats.

Performing autonomous follow task in an unfamiliar, unstructured marine envi-
ronment (see Figure 4.1) with obstacles of variable dimensions, shapes, and motion
dynamics such as other unmanned surface vehicles, civilian boats, adversaries, shore-
lines, or docks poses numerous planning challenges. The follow capability of the USV
is inherently influenced by its own maneuverability constraints, the specific motion



characteristics of the target boat, the amount of knowledge about the intended motion
of the target boat, sensing limitations, and the complexity of the marine environment.
Due to differences in motion capabilities with respect to the target boat, the USV
may not be able to track the same trajectory as the target boat. Instead, it may
need to determine a different trajectory to follow, while keeping itself in proximity to
the target boat and still avoid collisions. In addition, the USV may need to handle
sharp turns while tracking the trajectory. Therefore, the mere utilization of manu-
ally developed and tuned control rules would not lead to sufficiently safe and task
efficient follow strategies in environments with obstacles. In order to cope with the
above outlined challenges, the USV needs to have a) the capability to estimate the
future motion of the target boat based on its current state, dynamic characteristics,
as well as obstacles in the operating environment, b) the capability to determine an
advantageous and safe pose, i.e., in the form of a motion goal, in the close vicinity
to the target boat, and c) fast, dynamically feasible trajectory planning and reliable
trajectory tracking to guarantee physics-aware obstacle avoidance when approaching
the motion goal.

We have developed a planning and tracking approach that incorporates a novel
algorithm for motion goal computation, and tightly integrates it with trajectory plan-
ning and tracking components of the entire system to perform integrated planning
and control. The motion goal is computed based on differential constraints of the
USV and the target boat, expected motion of the target that is computed using a
probability distribution over its possible control actions, and spatial constraints im-
posed by the environment. In particular, it forward-projects the control actions of the
target boat to estimate a probability distribution of its future pose, computes candi-
date motion goals, selects the motion goal that minimizes the difference between the
arrival time of the USV and the target boat to that goal, and attempts to minimize
the length of the USV’s trajectory.

The developed trajectory planner incorporates A* based heuristic search [65] to
efficiently find a collision-free, dynamically feasible trajectory to a motion goal in a
discretized state-action space, forming a lattice [35]. The trajectory is computed by
sequencing predefined control actions (i.e., maneuvers or motion primitives) gener-
ated using the dynamics model of the USV [10, 66]. The trajectory is executed by a
trajectory tracking controller to efficiently follow waypoints that make up the nominal
trajectory. The controller computes the desired speed for each segment of the trajec-
tory given the maximum allowable surge speed of the segment. This allows the USV
to arrive to the motion goal at the required time. We have carried out experimental
tests to derive the required acceleration and deceleration distance for the vehicle to
match the desired speed.

In general, one can assume that the USV is capable of rejecting ocean disturbances
in low sea states due to its mechanical design and the use of feedback based position
control including roll stabilization [66]. However, this assumption may not be valid
in higher sea states. Therefore, we determine collision zones around obstacles by
computing the region of inevitable collision [67] and replan the trajectory with a
high frequency to account for the uncertainty in the vehicle’s motion. In addition,
we assume that the combined set of sensors (e.g., lidar, stereo cameras, and radar),



digital nautical charts, and Kalman filtering [34] will provide us reasonable state
estimation of obstacles as well as the USV.

Since the target boat may be moving with a high speed, the trajectory needs
to be computed sufficiently fast and still preserve its dynamical feasibility in the
close vicinity to the USV. The quality of the computed trajectory as well as the
computational performance of the planner depends on the number and type of control
actions and dimensionality of the underlying state space in different planning stages.
A high-quality trajectory may be close to optimum in terms of its execution time but
may take a long time to be computed on a given machine. On the other hand, a low-
quality trajectory will be computed very quickly but may be longer with unnecessary
detours. Both the cases would thus lead to a poor overall follow capability. Hence,
it was necessary to sacrifice allowable level of optimality by superimposing high and
low dimensional state spaces and utilizing a multi-resolution control action set. In
particular, the dimensionality of the state space as well as the number of control
actions is reduced with the increase of the distance from the USV towards the target.
We have conducted a detailed empirical analysis to find a trade-off between fast
computation and trajectory length.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. First, we present the definition of the
problem in Section 3.2, followed by an overview of the overall approach in Section 3.3.
This overview includes a description of the developed USV system architecture (see
Figure 3.1) that integrates all planning modules. Second, we describe the state-action
space representation that is used in both motion goal prediction in Section 3.5 as well
as in nominal trajectory planning in Section 3.6.1. This is followed by a description
of the developed trajectory tracking technique in Section 3.6.2. Finally, we present
simulation as well as experimental results in Section 4.4.

3.2 Problem Formulation

Given,

(i.) a continuous, bounded, non-empty state space X ⊂ R3×S1 in which each state
x = [x, y, u, ψ]T consists of the position coordinates x and y, the surge speed u,
and the orientation ψ (i.e., the heading angle) about the z axis of the Cartesian
coordinate system (i.e., the heave, roll, and pitch motion components of the
vehicle can be neglected for our application);

(ii.) the current state of the USV xU = [xU , yU , uU , ψU ]T and the moving target
xT = [xT , yT , uT , ψT ]T ;

(iii.) an obstacle map Ω such that Ω(x) = 1 if x ∈ Xobs ⊂ X, where Xobs is the
subspace of X that is occupied by obstacles, otherwise Ω(x) = 0;

(iv.) a continuous, bounded, state-dependent, control action space UU(x) ⊂ R2 × S1

of the USV in which each control action uU = [ud, δt, φd]
T consists of the desired

surge speed ud, rudder angle φd, and execution time δt. Similarly, we are given
a control action space UT ⊂ R2 × S1 for the target boat;



(v.) an action selection model πT : X × UT → [0, 1] for the target boat defining a
probability distribution over its control actions UT ;

(vi.) 3 degrees of freedom parametric model of the USV ẋU = fU(xU,uU,c) [38],
where the thrust and moment are generated by the vehicle’s actuators. The
actuators take uU,c = [uc, φc]

T as the control input, where uc is the speed of the
propeller in rpm, and φc is the rudder angle. Similarly, we are given the target
boat dynamics ẋT = fT (xT,uT,c);

Compute,

(i.) a motion goal xG = [xG, yG, uG, ψG]T ∈ Xfree together with the desired arrival
time tG to reach xG from xU, where Xfree = X\Xobs; and

(ii.) a collision-free, dynamically feasible trajectory τ : [0, t] → Xfree between xU

and xG. The desired surge speed ud of each trajectory segment uU,k needs to
be updated such that ‖xU,tG − xG,tG‖ = 0, where xU,tG and xG,tG represent
the states of the USV at the time tG.

The motion goal xG and the trajectory τ are required to be recomputed in each
planning cycle to keep track of the moving target, handle dynamic obstacles, and
pose errors introduced due to motion uncertainty caused by the ocean environment.
The state estimation is assumed to be provided by the extended Kalman filter [34].

3.3 Overview of Approach

There are three main components of the approach presented in this chapter, namely,
motion goal prediction (see Section 3.5), trajectory planning (see Section 3.6), and
trajectory tracking (see Section 3.6.2). The developed navigation, guidance, and con-
trol system architecture depicting the individual components is shown in Figure 3.1.

We first generate a discrete, lower-dimensional representation Xd ⊂ R2×S1 of the
continuous state space X ⊂ R3 × S1 in which each discrete state xd,j = [xj, yj, ψj]

T

omits the surge speed component uj (see Section 3.4). In addition, we generate
a discrete control action space representation UU,d of the continuous control action
space UU . In order to make the trajectory planning feasible, we decouple the search in
the velocity space from the search for the trajectory in the pose space. We utilize the
trajectory tracking component that determines the required speed for each segment
of the trajectory to be able to reach a motion goal xG at the required time tG.

The discrete state and action space representations are used for constructing a
3D lattice structure [35] representing the discretized planning space to be used by
the developed motion goal prediction and trajectory planning algorithms. The lattice
structure allows us to reduce the planning complexity by adaptive discretization (see
Section 3.6.1 and 3.6.1) but at the same time is capable of capturing vehicle’s dynamic
constraints in a resolution sense.

The motion goal prediction algorithm estimates the state of the target boat within
future planning steps by forward-projecting its control actions based on the specified



probabilistic action selection model πT,d. The algorithm computes a suitable location
around the moving target in the form of a motion goal xG ∈ Xfree. The motion goal
is computed based on the current states of the boats xU,d and xT,d, the obstacle map
Ω, and πT,d. The details of this layer are described in Section 3.5.

The trajectory planning component receives the motion goal xG and computes
a collision-free trajectory τ represented as a sequence of waypoints from the current
state xU,d of the USV to the motion goal. The planner searches the 3D lattice
space [35, 8] (see Figure 3.3) to generate the nominal trajectory. The details of this
component are described in Section 3.6.

Finally, the trajectory tracking component computes the desired surge speed for
each segment of the trajectory, and sends speed and yaw control commands (i.e.,
required throttle and rudder positions) to the low-level controllers of the USV so that
it can reliably navigate through the waypoints and arrive to the motion goal at the
required time tG. The details of this layer are described in Section 3.6.2.

Figure 3.1: Developed USV system architecture for following a moving target in a
marine environment with obstacles.

3.4 State-Action Space Representation

We discretize the continuous state space X ⊂ R3× S1 into a finite discrete space Xd.
A state xd,j = [xj, yj, ψj]

T ∈ Xd represents a position (xj, yj) and orientation ψj of
the USV in a global inertial frame of reference. Depending upon the resolution of
discretization, xd,j also represents a polygonal (i.e., a rectangle in case of rectangular
discretization) region in Xd in which the pose [xj, yj, ψj]

T of the USV is assumed to be
fixed. This discrete state space representation includes both position and orientation
of the vehicle and hence is useful for incorporating constraints based on the dynamics
of the USV. Choosing a suitable discretization of the lattice grid required trading



off the speed and resolution completeness [68] of the planner. In our approach, the
discretization level was determined empirically by attempting coarse discretization
first and then increasing the resolution of the grid until it satisfied our task. The two
particular factors that we considered were the dimension of the vehicle and its control
action set.

Similarly, we discretize the continuous control action space UU into a discrete con-
trol action set UU,d and map each control action uU,d,k ∈ UU,d to a reachable pose
[∆xk,∆yk,∆ψk]

T in the body coordinate system of the vehicle. Each control action is
compliant with the vehicle’s dynamics fU . We pre-compute the control actions in UU,d
using a hand-tuned PID controller. However, other control techniques such as the
sliding mode [69], backstepping [70], etc. can be used [71]. An example of a discrete
control action set UU,d = {uU,d,1, . . . ,uU,d,5} is shown in Figure 3.2a) for the vehicle
used in the experiments in Section 4.4. The choice of the number of control actions
required trading off the computational performance, resolution completeness of the
planner, and maneuverability of the vehicle. We have determined the number of con-
trol actions empirically by starting with three actions and then increasing their count
until it satisfied this trade-off. However, there have been few techniques published
recently that directly address the design of control action sets [72, 73, 74, 75, 76] and
as such this problem is still an open research area.

We define a lattice L as a structure that maps xd,j to xd,j,k using a control action
uU,d,k for j = 1, 2, . . . , |S| and k = 1, 2, . . . |UU,d|. The lattice thus represents an in-
stance of a graph with discretized states xd,j as nodes and actions uU,d,k as connecting
arcs. Each action uU,d,k ∈ UU,d is used to establish a connection between dynamically
reachable nodes in L. For a node xd,j = [xj, yj, ψj]

T ∈ Xd, the neighbor corresponding
to an action uU,d,k = [∆xk,∆yk,∆ψk]

T ∈ UU,d is given by Equation 3.1. The lattice
structure captures dynamics constraints in the form of dynamically feasible connect-
ing edges between the nodes unlike orthogonal grids [68, 35]. The lattice can also
be geometrically viewed as multiple X-Y planning layers representing 2D planning
spaces with a fixed orientation ψ of the USV as shown in Figure 3.3.

xd,j,k =

xjyj
ψj

+

cos∆ψj −sin∆ψj 0
sin∆ψj cos∆ψj 0

0 0 1

∆xk
∆yk
∆ψk

 (3.1)

It is necessary to appropriately design the control action set UU,d (i.e., the number,
type, and duration of control actions) such that the required efficiency as well as the
quality of the nominal trajectory is achieved. In our approach, we manually designed
the control action set using a 3 degrees of freedom simulation model of the USV [8, 10,
3]. To generate more complex actions, gradient-based optimization techniques [77]
may be used. The control action set can also be generated automatically using special
techniques [72, 73, 74, 75, 76] that attempt to balance between the computational
efficiency and quality of the generated trajectories.

The simulator is based upon a simplified 3-DOF model (see Equation 3.2 adapted
from Fossen [38]).



m11u̇+ d11u = T

m22v̇ + d22v = 0

m33ṙ + d33r = M

ẋ = ucosψ − vsinψ
ẏ = usinψ + vcosψ

ψ̇ = r

(3.2)

where dii represents the hydrodynamic damping, mii represents added mass terms,
T represents thrust due to propeller actuation, and M represents the moment due
to rudder actuation. The added mass terms m11,m22 and m33 are computed using
Equation 3.3 [71]. In this equation, L, W , and B are the length, width, and draft of
the boat hull, respectively.

m11 = 1.05m

m22 = m+ 0.5ρπD2L

m33 =
m(L2 +W 2) + 0.05mB2 + 0.5ρπD2L3
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(3.3)

There are many actuator models available for the USVs for computing actuation
thrust T and moment M and can be substituted into Equation 3.2 [38, 39]. We used
an actuation model [39] given in Equation 3.4.

T = K1 ‖ uc ‖ uc
M = K2K1 ‖ uc ‖ ucφc

(3.4)

where K1 and K2 are actuator constants, uc is the propeller’s rpm, and φc is the
rudder angle.

The target boat may have different motion characteristics than the USV. Hence,
similarly as we discretize the state-action space of the USV, we discretize the state-
action space for the target boat. This results in a discrete state space XT,d and action
space UT,d. This discretization is mostly needed for motion prediction of the target
boat and motion goal computation as described in Section 3.5.

3.5 Motion Goal Prediction

To maintain a suitable distance between the USV and the target boat, the motion
goal predictor selects a desired motion goal xG and arrival time tG. This is done by
estimating the future poses of the target boat and then evaluating several candidate
motion goals for the USV. Since the motion goal must be computed relatively quickly,
we search for a sub-optimal solution by combining Monte-carlo sampling and heuristic
evaluation techniques. The overall process is described in Algorithm 1.



(a) A sparse control action set containing 5
actions.

(b) A dense control action set containing 27 actions.

Figure 3.2: Action sets for building the lattice data structure. The dense action set
discretizes the action space into 27 control actions. This set is particularly useful
when a higher number of obstacles are present or demand on optimality is stricter.
However, the dense action set makes the planning speed slower due to more number
of connected nodes in the planning space, i.e., in the lattice.

The action selection model πT,d : XT,d × UT,d → [0, 1] defines a probability dis-
tribution over the target’s discretized control actions at each pose xT,d ∈ XT,d. To
explore the future poses of the target, we sample N random trajectories τT,j ∈ RT

starting from the target’s current pose and forward-projecting the target’s actions
up to some finite time horizon tk. During the sampling process, each control action
uT,d,k is selected with probability πT,d(xT,d,i,uT,d,k). Sampled trajectories that lead
to a collision with an obstacle are discarded from RT .

By recording the poses reached by the target boat along each sampled trajectory,
it is possible to estimate the probability PT,i(xj, yj) that the target will be at position
(xj, yj) at time ti. A two-dimensional Gaussian kernel is used to smooth out the
probability distribution represented by PT,i, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. We also
compute ψT,i(xj, yj), the mean orientation at (xj, yj) across all samples at time ti.

For each time point ti ∈ {t0, t1, . . . tk}, the future position of the target boat can
be approximated by

(x∗i , y
∗
i ) = arg max

(xj ,yj)
PT,i(xj, yj). (3.5)

Similarly, let ψ∗i = ψT,i(x
∗
i , y
∗
i ) approximate of the future orientation of the target

boat. We select the candidate motion goal xG,i ∈ XU,d = [xi, yi, uT , ψi]
T that is



Figure 3.3: Planning space representation.

closest to the projected target pose at time ti, such that

xG,i = arg min
xG,j∈XU,d

|(x∗i , y∗i )− (xj, yj)|+ α∆(ψ∗i , ψj) (3.6)

where α∆(ψ∗i , ψj) is the interior angle between ψ∗i and ψj weighted by some parameter
α.

Let g(xG,i) be the amount of time it takes the USV to travel from its current
location xU,d to the candidate goal xG,i. This can be computed by the A* heuristic
search process described in Section 3.6.

We define the cost function for motion goal xG,i as,

c(xG,i) =

{
δ−i(g(xG,i)− ti + 1), if g(xG,i) > ti
δ−i, otherwise,

(3.7)

where g(xG,i) − ti is the estimated difference in arrival time between the USV and
target boat, and δ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor. The smaller that δ is, the stronger the
bias towards earlier goals. From the set of candidate motion goals XG, a final motion
goal xG is selected such that the cost function is minimized,

xG = arg min
xG,i∈XG

c(xG,i). (3.8)

Given the final motion goal xG, the desired arrival time tG is determined by,

tG(xG) =

{
g(xG), if g(xG) > ti + tlag
ti + tlag, otherwise,

(3.9)



Algorithm 1 ComputeMotionGoal()

Input: The current poses xT,d and xU,d of the target boat and USV, a probabilistic
model of the target boat πT,d, and a map of obstacles Ω.

Output: A desired motion goal xG and arrival time tG.
1: Let RT be a set of N randomly generated trajectories for the target boat, where

each trajectory τT,i ∈ RT begins at state xT,d and time t0 and continues un-
til time tk, such that each sampled action uT,d,j is selected with probability
πT,d(xT,d,i,uT,d,j).

2: for each time point ti ∈ {t1, t2, . . . tk} do
3: for each trajectory τT,j ∈ RT do
4: Increment PT,i(xi,j, yi,j) by 1/N , where (xi,j, yi,j) is the location of τT,j at

time ti.
5: end for
6: Smooth PT,i by applying an m×m Gaussian kernel.
7: Let (x∗i , y

∗
i ) be the location that maximizes PT,i(x

∗
i , y
∗
i ) and let ψ∗i be the mean

orientation at (x∗i , y
∗
i ) across all trajectories in RT at time ti.

8: Let xG,i ∈ XU,d = [xj, yj, uU , ψj] be a candidate motion goal for the USV which
minimizes the distance to the projected state, |(x∗i , y∗i )− (xj, yj)|+ α∆(ψ∗i , ψj)

9: end for
10: Let xG equal the candidate motion goal xG,i ∈ XG that minimizes the cost

function c(xG) and ensures a collision-free path up to time Tric
11: Compute a desired arrival time tG(xG) such that the USV will arrive at xG shortly

after the target boat
12: return (xG, tG(xG)).

where tlag is the desired amount of time that the USV should follow behind the target
boat. This ensures that the USV will reduce its speed when it can afford to do so,
such as when it is already close the target boat.

Due to the cost function c(xG), the algorithm only considers motion goals which
guarantee a collision-free trajectory for the USV up to some time Tric. States which
lead to an inevitable collision are given an infinite cost, as described in detail in
Section 3.6.1. For simplicity, we may use sampled poses from RT if the dynamics of
the USV and target boat are equivalent, since the trajectories in RT are guaranteed
to be collision free. If no collision-free motion goals are found, the algorithm will
default to the currently assigned motion goal.

3.6 Trajectory Planning and Tracking

3.6.1 Nominal Trajectory Planning

The nominal trajectory planner generates a collision free trajectory τ : [0, t]→ Xfree

between the current state xU of the USV and the motion goal xG in the obstacle field
Ω. The trajectory τ is computed by concatenating control actions in UU,d which are
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Figure 3.4: Motion goal prediction steps (a) Probability distributions PT,1, PT,2 and
PT,3, generated by sampling future target trajectories at several time points. (b)
Candidate motion goals generated by selecting the most probable target pose.

designed a-priori. The planner is based on A* heuristic search [65] over the lattice.
The planner associates xG and xU with their closest corresponding states xG,d and
xU,d in the lattice L. Similarly, the planner maps the position of every obstacle
xO ∈ X to its closest corresponding state xO,d ∈ Xd.

We also extract the region of inevitable collision [67] in Xd for the given obstacle
field Ω. In general, the region of inevitable collision is defined as a set of states
that lead to a collision regardless of a control action the vehicle executes. We avoid
searching for the trajectory in this region (i.e., during the search, we do not expand
candidate nodes that fall into this region) by assigning an infinite cost to all its states.

In this chapter, we approximate the region of inevitable collision by determining
a set of lattice nodes from which the vehicle will collide with an obstacle after a
specified time horizon. In the computation, we assume that the vehicle will continue
in its course by moving straight and with maximum speed. This is generally a valid
assumption as the length scale of the control action is much smaller and possibility
of sudden steering is less in such a small distance. In addition, our 3D pose based
representation takes orientation of the USV into account. A USV that is very close to
an obstacle can be said to be inside the region of inevitable collision if it is approaching
the obstacle. On the other hand, if the USV is moving away from the obstacle from
the same pose then it can be said to be out of the region of inevitable collision.

More formally, for each lattice node xd,j ∈ Xd that represents a pose [xj, yj, ψj]
T

of the USV, we use the dynamic model of the vehicle to determine a lattice node x′d,j
that represents the vehicle’s pose after the time Tric. If the forward projected lattice
node x′d,j lies on an obstacle, i.e., Ω(x′d,j) = 1, then we label xd,j to be lying inside
the region of inevitable collision (see Equation 3.10).

RIC(xd,j, umax, Tric) =

{
1, if x′d,j ∈ Ω
0, otherwise,

(3.10)
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Figure 3.5: (a) A trajectory computed by searching entirely in 3D pose state space
(β = ∞). (b) A trajectory computed by searching partially in 3D pose state space
(β = 3 m) and 2D position state space. (c) A trajectory computed using a dense
action set with 27 control actions up to the trajectory length of γ = 2 m with β = 4
m. The boat length is 0.6 m.

In Equation 3.10, x′d,j is the lattice node closest to the actual state x′j = xj +
Tricumax[cosψj, sinψj, 0, 0]T , and umax is the maximum surge speed of the vehicle.

The time horizon Tric for determining the region of inevitable collision can be set
by the user of the planning algorithm depending upon the preferred allowable risk. In
particular, in this chapter, we set Tric experimentally based on a state transition model
of the USV (i.e., a probabilistic state transition function) which was developed in our
previous work [8]. The state transition model gives us a probability distribution over
future states of the vehicle given its initial state, a control action set, and sea state.
We developed this model using Monte Carlo runs of a high-fidelity 6 DOF dynamics
simulation of interaction between the USV and ocean waves. Our simulator can
handle any USV geometry, dynamics parameters, and sea state. This approach for
computing the region of inevitable collision allows us to more precisely define the size
of the collision zones and thus make the planner less conservative when planning in
narrow regions.

During the search for the trajectory, lattice nodes are incrementally expanded
towards xG,d in the least-cost fashion according to the trajectory cost f(xd) = g(xd)+
h(xd), where g(xd) is the optimal cost-to-come from xd,U to xd, and h(xd) is the
heuristic cost-to-go between xd and xG,d. The admissible heuristic cost function
h(xd) (i.e., not allowed to overestimate the actual cost of the trajectory) reduces the
total number of expanded nodes in the lattice as per the A* graph search algorithm
that guarantees optimality of the computed plan.

The cost function was designed in terms of trajectory length. The cost-to-come
g(xd) represents the total length of a trajectory between the current state xU,d of the

vehicle and xd and is computed as g(xd) =
∑K

k=1 l(uU,d,k) over K planning stages,
where l(uU,d,k) is the length of the projected control action uU,d,k ∈ UU,d. If the
control action uU,d takes the vehicle to a collision state xcol,d (i.e., the state for
which Ω(xcol,d) = 1 or RIC(xcol,d, umax, Tric) = 1), then l(uU,d) is set to ∞. Each



control action is sampled using intermediate waypoints. These waypoints are then
used for collision checking. The heuristic cost h(xd) is represented as the Euclidean
distance between xd and xG,d. Alternatively, according to [35], one can utilize a
precomputed look-up table containing heuristic costs of trajectories between different
pairs of states in an environment without obstacles.

The dynamically feasible trajectory τ is a sequence {uU,d,1,uU,d,2, . . . ,uU,d,K} of
precomputed atomic control actions, where uU,d,k ∈ UU,d for k = 1, . . . , K. This
sequence of control actions is then translated into a sequence of K + 1 waypoints
{wd,1, . . . ,wd,K+1} leading to the motion goal xG,d. Thus, the generated nominal
trajectory is guaranteed to be dynamically feasible and ensures that the USV will be
able to progressively reach the waypoints in a sequence without substantial deviations,
which otherwise may lead to collisions.

In case of the described follow task, the motion goal keeps changing dynamically
and hence the trajectory planner needs to compute the plans repeatedly. For this rea-
son, the planner must be very fast and efficient. For the very requirement of following
the target boat in a cluttered space, the planning space must be 3D pose based. A
higher dimensional planning space may significantly slow down the trajectory planner.
For this reason, we enhanced the computational performance of the planner by (a)
superimposing higher and reduced dimension state spaces, and (b) utilizing a control
action set with multiple levels of resolution. These two extensions are explained in
detail in the following two subsections.

Superimposition of Higher and Reduced Dimension State Spaces

Superimposing pose based 3D lattice and position based 2D grid state space represen-
tations can improve planner performance by sacrificing allowable level of optimality.
At closer distances (i.e., g(xd) < β) from the initial state xd,U, the planning space is
chosen to be a 3D lattice, whereas at a farther distance (i.e., g(xd) ≥ β) the planning
space is chosen to be a 2D grid. This scheme is useful as trajectory waypoints in a
closer vicinity to the USV must be dynamically feasible and hence should be on a
3D lattice. However, farther waypoints can be tolerated to be on a rectangular grid.
This simplification may, however, lead to the computation of a sub-optimal trajectory
plan.

The threshold distance β can be set by the user of the planning system depend-
ing upon the need of performance improvement and tolerance to trajectory sub-
optimality. In order to superimpose the 2D and 3D representations, we have designed
a neighbor function (see Equation 3.11). The 2D control action set U2D

U,d unlike the
3D control action set UU,d has only 2D actions with their terminal orientations along
the x axis.

neighbor(xd) =

{
{xd + uU,d,k|uU,d,k ∈ UU,d}, if g(xd) < β
{xd + u2D

U,d,k|uU,d,k ∈ U2D
U,d}, otherwise.

(3.11)

The above neighbor function restricts the search to 2D space when the trajectory
length g(xd) increases beyond β. Figure 3.5a) shows a trajectory being searched
completely in 3D pose space, where the parameter β is set to infinity. The trajectory



being searched for the case when β = 7 m is depicted in Figure 3.5b). As soon as
the length of the trajectory gets greater than this threshold (i.e., β > 7), the search
continues in 2D position space.

Multi-resolution Control Action Set

In the present problem of following a moving target boat, the generated trajectory
is useful only up to a limited time horizon. This is because as the USV follows the
trajectory, the target boat also moves and thus a large portion of the original trajec-
tory can quickly become obsolete. This necessitates recomputation of the trajectory
by the USV, which implies that the trajectory can be of smaller accuracy at a far-
ther distance from the USV. By using a dense action set (see Figure 3.2b) in close
proximity (i.e., g(xd) ≤ γ) to the USV and a sparse action set (see Figure 3.2a) at a
farther distance (i.e., g(xd) > γ), the computation time can be significantly reduced.
This, however, may result in a highly suboptimal trajectory. So the user of the sys-
tem needs to carefully tune γ in order to get the best balance between the speed of
computation and quality of the generated trajectory.

The combined influence of the parameters β (introduced in Section 3.6.1) and γ
is shown in Figure 3.5c. In this case, the planner searches through a graph connected
using a dense, dynamically feasible control action set up to the trajectory length γ,
then it switches to using a sparse, dynamically feasible action set for max(0, β −
γ) distance, and finishes the search through 2D position space for the rest of the
trajectory length.

3.6.2 Nominal Trajectory Tracking

We have developed a controller to track the generated trajectory. The controller
is based on the classic Line-Of-Sight (LOS) algorithm [38, 78] for driving the USV
between consecutive waypoints. According to the LOS algorithm, the vehicle always
heads towards the next waypoint when it gets within a circle-of-acceptance of the
current waypoint. During following the waypoints, the controller is not responsible
for considering obstacle avoidance, as the set of waypoints generated by the planner
is guaranteed to be in Xfree as described in Section 3.6.1.

The boat dynamics considered in this chapter is underactuated and hence its speed
in the sway direction cannot be controlled directly. The control required to follow
waypoints must be divided between surge speed and heading controllers. We accom-
plish this by using a PID based cascaded surge speed u and yaw ψ rate controllers.
The heading controller produces corresponding rudder commands. We assume that
the roll and pitch is maintained to zero.

The desired heading angle at ith time instance is calculated using ψU,d = atan2(yi−
y, xi − x), where [x, y]T is the current position of the USV and wd,i = [xi, yi, ui]

T is
the current active waypoint, where ui is the desired speed for reaching this waypoint.
After this, the yaw error is computed using eψU

= ψU,d−ψU , where ψU is the current
orientation of the USV. The yaw error is then used by the PID controller to obtain
the control action, i.e., the rudder angle φi.



Algorithm 2 ComputeDesiredSpeed(): Compute desired surge speed for all seg-
ments of the trajectory τ so that the USV can reach its motion goal xG at the required
time tG.

Input: A trajectory τ = {uU,d,k}Kk=1 that defines the maximum allowable speed
ud,k,max for each of its segments uU,d,k, and the required arrival time tG to the
motion goal xG.

Output: Desired surge speeds Vd = {ud,k}Kk=1 for all trajectory segments {uU,d,k}Kk=1.
1: Compute initial desired surge speeds Vd = {ud,k}Kk=1 for all segments of the trajec-

tory τ . The initial speed is computed as ud,k = L/tG, where L =
∑K

k=1 l(uU,d,k)
is the total length of the trajectory and l(uU,d,k) is the length of the trajectory
segment uU,d,k.

2: Let Q be the priority queue containing the trajectory segments {uU,d,k}Kk=1 in
ascending order according to their maximum allowable surge speed ud,k,max.

3: while Q not empty do
4: Remove a segment uU,d,k ← Q.First() from Q with the minimum allowable

surge speed ud,k,max.
5: Compute the time lost tlost = td,k,max−td,k when traversing uU,d,k with ud,k,max.

The time needed to traverse the segment uU,d,k under the constraint ud,k,max
is td,k,max = l(uU,d,k)/ud,k,max, whereas td,k = l(uU,d,k)/ud,k is the time it takes
to traverse the segment without any speed constraints.

6: if tlost > 0 then
7: Set ud,k ← ud,k,max in Vd.
8: Set ud,l = 1/(td,l− tlost/|Q|) for all remaining segments uU,d,l 6= uU,d,k in Vd,

where td,l = l(uU,d,l)/ud,l.
9: end if
10: end while
11: return Vd.

φi = PyaweψU
+ Iyaw

∫
eψU

dt+Dyaw
deψ
dt

(3.12)

In Equation 3.12, Pyaw, Iyaw, and Dyaw are proportional, integral, and derivative
parameters of the PID controller, respectively.

Due to the discretization of the state and control action spaces, there may occur
small gaps between two consecutive control actions in the computed trajectory (see
Fig. 3.5a). In order to ensure reliable tracking of such trajectory, we define a re-
gion of acceptance around each waypoint and increase the size of the collision zones
around the obstacles to minimize the probability of a collision. This also resolves
other possible tracking problems that may arise because of the use of an estimated
USV’s dynamics when computing the control action set for the trajectory planner.
Moreover, this also prevents creation of loops when the vehicle is not able to precisely
reach a given waypoint. It is possible to design control actions such that they connect
seamlessly. However, this requires substantial design effort. Lastly, since the trajec-
tory is recomputed with a high frequency and the controller always follows the first
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Figure 3.6: The boat is commanded to go along x axis up to the distance of 8.5 m
with the surge speed of 0.8 ms−1, after which the surge speed is lowered to 0.3 ms−1

resulting in the deceleration distance ddecel of 1.5 m.

few, dynamically-feasible waypoints along the trajectory, the USV will not experience
the discontinuous transition between 3D and 2D lattices (see Section 3.6.1).

In the follow task, the controller must be able to handle variations in the surge
speed during steep turns. Each segment ud,k of the trajectory τ thus defines the
maximum allowable surge speed ud,k,max of the vehicle. In addition, the USV cannot
immediately decrease its surge speed before turning, rather it should start decelerating
in advance to attain the desired speed near the turn.

In our experiments, we selected a higher speed of 0.8 ms−1 for straight segments
of the trajectory while a smaller speed of 0.3 ms−1 for turns. We determine the
distance ddecel required for the USV to decelerate to a given surge speed using physical
experiments. Figure 3.6 shows the result of an experimental test to determine ddecel.
In this test, we controlled the boat to go in a straight line along the x axis with a surge
speed of 0.8 ms−1. At a distance of 8.5 m, the boat was commanded to reduce its
surge speed to 0.3 ms−1. We used PID controller for controlling the surge speed. We
determined that the boat needs to run for about ddecel = 1.5 m in order to decelerate
to the desired speed of 0.3 ms−1.

We adjust the desired surge speed ud,k of each trajectory segment uU,d,k (i.e., the
desired speed for reaching each waypoint wd,k) so that the USV arrives to xG at the
required time tG. We compute the desired speed iteratively (see Algorithm 2) given
the maximum allowable surge speed ud,k,max constraint defined for each segment of the
trajectory. We start with the segment with the minimum allowable speed, compute
the time lost while traversing this segment, and uniformly increase the speed of other
segments to compensate for the time loss. The algorithm continues until no segment
is left which requires adjusting its speed.

The algorithm is not optimal since it does not account for the speed transitions
between the segments. However, since the trajectory is supposed to be recomputed
with a high frequency, the desired speed of the segments is gradually adjusted with
each newly computed trajectory and the state of the vehicle.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of the average trajectory computation time (see plot a)) and
trajectory length (see plot b)) with respect to the trajectory length threshold β for
switching between 3D and 2D representations of the state space.

Once the desired surge speed ud,k is computed for all segments of the trajectory
τ , then the error for the speed controller is computed using eu = ud,k − u, where u is
the current surge speed of the vehicle. The speed error eu is then used in the surge
PID controller to obtain the control action, i.e., the throttle control voltage Vthrottle.

Vthrottle = Pvev + Iv

∫
evdt+Dv

dev
dt

(3.13)

Similarly as in Equation 3.12, the parameters Pv, Iv, and Dv in Equation 3.13
represent proportional, integral, and derivative terms of the PID controller, respec-
tively.

3.7 Simulation and Experimental Results

3.7.1 Numerical Experimental Setup for Evaluation of Tra-
jectory Planner Parameters

We conducted simulation experiments in order to test the influence of β and γ pa-
rameters on the trajectory length and planner performance. For these experiments,
we generated 50 obstacle densities with the increasing number of obstacles from 12
to 600 in the increments of 12. For each obstacle density, we created 25 randomly
generated cases. So we acquired 50 × 25 = 1250 obstacle scenes with 50 different
obstacle densities. In addition, we generated 50 instances of initial and goal locations
of the USV for each obstacle scene, resulting in the total of 50 × 25 × 50 = 62500
test cases. For each test case, we computed a trajectory and recorded its length and
computation time using the developed trajectory planner (see Section 3.6.1). In the
presented results, the parameters β and γ, trajectory length, and the dimension of
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Figure 3.8: Variation of the average trajectory computation time (see plot a)) and
trajectory length (see plot b)) with respect to the trajectory length threshold γ for
switching between a control action set consisting of 27 and 5 control actions.

the environment are expressed as multiples of boat length that was set to 0.6 m. The
dimension of the environment was set to 33.3× 33.3 boat lengths (i.e., 20× 20 m).

3.7.2 Evaluation of β Parameter

In order to test the influence of the parameter β on the computational time and
trajectory length, we varied its value from 0 to 67 boat lengths (i.e., 0 to 40 m given
the boat length of 0.6 m) in the increment of 8 (i.e., 5 m). Corresponding to each
value of β, we generated a trajectory for each of the 62500 cases as described above.
This led to 9 × 62500 = 562500 evaluations in total. This included computation of
25 × 50 = 1250 trajectories for each value of β and a specific obstacle density. The
plot in Figure 3.7a) shows the variation of the computation time averaged over 1250
samples for each value of the β parameter and obstacle density. Similarly as in the
previous subsection, the plot in Figure 3.7b) shows the variation of average trajectory
length as multiples of boat length.

A few observations can be made as follows:

1. As the value of the parameter β increases, the computation time also increases
up to a certain value of β. The reason is that as β increases, the length of the
trajectory for which the search is performed in 3D space is increased in propor-
tion to the trajectory length for which the search is carried out in 2D space.
However, the computation time starts reducing beyond a particular value of
β. This occurs because if the trajectory is searched in 3D up to a larger dis-
tance, much shorter trajectory may be found. A shorter trajectory entails a
smaller number of nodes being expanded, which decreases the required compu-
tational time. For further higher values of β, the computation time saturates.
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Figure 3.9: Variation of the average computation time with threshold parameters γ
and β for 120 (see plot a)) and 300 obstacles (see plot c)) in the scene. Variation of
the average trajectory length with threshold parameters γ and beta for 120 (see plot
b)) and 300 obstacles (see plot d)) in the scene.



This is because, beyond the optimum trajectory length determined in 3D space,
increasing β has no effect.

2. The saturation value of computation time occurring for large values of β is
greater than the computation time of the pure 2D search.

3. The trajectory length is large when β is small as 2D search is not able to exploit
smooth turns that are possible using 3D lattice based search. This however
is not true in general for all cases. For example, a lattice based structure
will prevent transitions to adjoining states due to inbuilt vehicle constraints.
However, we would like to report here that in general, the average case trajectory
length can be smaller for a lattice search as compared to pure 2D search.

4. The value of β should be chosen such that it does not lie in the peaked region.
From the experimental test cases we can determine the prohibited regions of β
in which computation performance becomes worse for a given obstacle density.
In other words, there is a certain range of β for a given obstacle density for which
the planner performance gets deteriorated, however, any value of β less than
that will result in performance improvement. This improvement in the perfor-
mance, however, will have an adverse effect on the optimality of the generated
trajectories. This can be observed from the plot of trajectory length variation
versus the parameter β (see Figure 3.7b)), which shows that for smaller β, the
lengths of trajectories are greater. A balance can be chosen by the user of the
algorithm to get performance gain by incurring allowable loss of optimality of
the computed trajectory.

3.7.3 Evaluation of γ Parameter

In order to test the influence of the parameter γ on the computational time and
trajectory length, we varied its value from 0 to 67 boat lengths in the increment of 8
as described above for the parameter β. This lead to 9× 62500 = 562500 evaluations
in total. For each γ and obstacle scene we generated 1250 trajectories. The plot in
Figure 3.8a) shows the variation of the computation time averaged over 1250 samples
for each value of the γ parameter and obstacle density. Similarly, the plot in Figure
3.8b) shows the variation of average trajectory length.

A few observations can be made as follows:

1. As the parameter γ increases, the average computation time also increases.
This is because the trajectory is searched in a densely connected lattice up to
γ distance of trajectory length, after which the sparsely connected lattice is
used. However, beyond a certain limit of γ, the trajectory length gets smaller,
causing lesser number of nodes being expanded and hence, the computation time
reduces again. This effect is similar to the effect observed with the parameter
β. The computation time saturates at values greater than optimal trajectory
length searched in the densely connected lattice.



2. The saturation value of the computational time occurring for large values of γ
(searched purely in densely connected lattice) is higher than that of very small
values of γ (searched purely in sparsely connected lattice).

3. The average trajectory length reduces as γ increases because trajectory searched
in a dense lattice (i.e., due to a large value of γ) is more optimal compared to
the one searched in a sparsely connected lattice.

4. The value of γ should be chosen such that it does not lie in the peaked region.
From the experimental test cases, we can determine the prohibited regions of γ
in which computation performance becomes worse for a given obstacle density.
This is again similar to the behavior of β parameter.

3.7.4 Evaluation of Combined Effect of β and γ Parameters

In order to study the combined influence of β and γ parameters, we have designed a
test case, with β and γ varying from 0 to 67 of boat lengths. It should be noted that
β ≥ γ, as the influence of γ (i.e., computing in densely connected lattice) takes priority
over the influence of β. For each combination of the parameters γ and β we ran tests
in two obstacle densities (namely with 120 and 300 obstacles). For each obstacle
density we ran 25 randomly generated cases as described before. This resulted in
running 62500 cases and computing a trajectory for each case. The variation of
average trajectory lengths and computation time is illustrated in Figures 3.9a-d).
The plots show the prohibited regions for each combination of β and γ. In these
regions, average computation time increases.

3.7.5 Simulation Results of Overall Planning Approach

To evaluate the motion goal prediction algorithm described in Section 3.5 we con-
ducted a series of simulation experiments using randomly generated test cases. Each
test case consisted of a fixed trajectory for the target boat and a set of 48, 72, 96, 120
or 144 randomly placed obstacles in an environment with the dimension of 33 × 33
boat lengths (i.e., 20 × 20 m). We generated 200 different trajectories for a total of
1000 different test cases. An example test case with the trajectories for both the USV
and target boat is shown in Figure 3.10c.

The USV and target boat were given a maximum velocity of 0.7 boat lengths/s
(i.e., 0.4 m/s). Each second, the simulator invoked calls to compute a new motion goal
for the USV, either using the heuristic motion goal predictor described in Section 3.5,
or by directly using the current pose of the target boat, specified by xT,d. The purpose
of the experiments was to demonstrate the effectiveness of the heuristic predictor of
the motion goal when compared to the simple target boat tracking. The comparison
was made in terms of the distance traveled by the USV and the amount of time spent
inside a circular proximity region XP around the target, specified by minimum radius
rmin and maximum radius rmax. Figure 3.10b illustrates the reduction in trajectory
length, with a trajectory approximately 3.3 boat lengths shorter than the trajectory
in Figure 3.10a generated by the USV using the simple tracking.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Trajectory of the USV using simple motion goal prediction. (b)
Trajectory of the USV using heuristic motion goal prediction. (c) Trajectory of the
USV using heuristic motion goal prediction in a randomly generated scenario with 96
obstacles.
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Figure 3.11: USV performance while using heuristic motion goal prediction for various
obstacle densities and rmax values. (a) Proportion of time the USV spends in the
proximity region. (b) Average distance traveled by the USV.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of simple and heuristic motion goal prediction for a set of
200 randomly generated test cases with 96 obstacles.(a) Portion of time the USV
spends in the proximity region. (b) Average distance traveled by the USV. For each
figure, the box plot shows the median, upper and lower quartile. The whiskers show
the upper and lower decile. The mean value is represented by a small square.

Throughout the experiments, the value of rmin was fixed to 1.6 boat lengths (i.e.,
1 m), while rmax was varied between 3.3 (i.e., 2 m) and 10 boat lengths (i.e., 6
m). The lag time required by the heuristic motion goal predictor was set to tlag =
(rmin + rmax)/(2uU), encouraging the USV to position itself half way between rmin
and rmax. The number of time points used by the heuristic, k, was set to 5 and the
time horizon, tk, was set to 10 s, and the discount factor, δ, was fixed at 0.9. The
trajectory planner used by the motion goal predictor was configured to terminate
after 5000 iterations to reduce its running time. If no viable trajectory was found to
any of the candidate motion goals, then the simple motion goal was used instead.

At the start of each test case, the USV was positioned within 8.3 boat lengths
(i.e., 5 m) of the initial location of the target boat, and the USV was oriented in a
direction facing the target. The target boat then followed its pre-defined trajectory
for 2 minutes, while the simulator recorded the amount of time that the USV was
within the proximity region, and the length of the trajectory followed by the USV.

Results for each of the test cases are presented in Figure 3.11, with a more detailed
breakdown in Figure 3.12 comparing the heuristic motion goal prediction with simple
tracking. As expected, increasing rmax reduces the total traveled distance of the USV
using the heuristic motion goal prediction, while it has no effect on the USV using
the simple tracking. When rmax is equal to 10, there is a nearly 10% reduction in
trajectory length. This is achieved with no apparent decrease in the average amount
of time spent in the proximity region, and in some cases (e.g., when rmax = 3.3) the
amount of time spent in the proximity region noticeably increases when compared to
the simple tracking. As the obstacle density increases, the average time spent in the
proximity region decreases for both the motion goal computed using the developed



Figure 3.13: Developed physical setup for testing autonomous behaviors in the Neu-
tral Buoyancy Research Facility (NBRF) at the University of Maryland. The devel-
oped planner for following the target boat is represented as a follow behavior executed
by the behavior selection and execution components of the entire system.

heuristic and the motion goal determined as the current pose of the target boat, but
the heuristic motion goal appears to retain its advantage. On the other hand, as
the obstacle density increases, the average travelled distance by the USV increases or
remains approximately to be the same for different values of rmax (see Figure 3.11b)).

Although the simulation was not performed in real-time, the heuristic motion goal
predictor had an average running time of 1.78 s, with a standard deviation of 1.07
s, just slightly slower than the allotted time of 1 s to perform the computation. The
computation in real-time would be achieved by utilizing the dimensionality reduction
for the trajectory planner as described in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.1 and optimization
of the planner software.

3.7.6 Experimental Setup

We have developed an experimental setup (see Figure 3.13) for physical evaluation
of the planning approach for target boat following. The evaluation was conducted
using two radio controlled boats in a 15 m wide tank within the Neutral Buoyancy
Research Facility (NBRF) at the University of Maryland. The boats are powered
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Figure 3.14: Experimental result of the developed planning approach for following a
target boat by an autonomous unmanned surface vehicle (USV) in an environment
with static obstacles. The case f) illustrates a situation in which the USV takes a
shortcut while following the target boat.



with a single 9.6 volt battery and consist of one DC motor to control the forward
and reverse speed of the propeller and a servo motor to control the angular motion
of rudder. We use Hitec transmitter and receiver pair which operates on 2.4 GHz
bandwidth. We utilize Endurance PCTx interface between the laptop and the RC
transmitter to allow radio transmission of actuator commands to control the throttle
and rudder positions of the autonomous USV. The USV is remotely controlled by the
developed nominal trajectory planner and trajectory tracking controller running on a
laptop. The setup also allows us to control the target boat using a remote controller
interface.

The positions of the boats are perceived using a vision system that includes a single
fish eye lens camera mounted 8 m above the level of the pool. We have developed
a color blob detection image processing algorithm to detect the boats. The USV as
well as the target boat use SMD LEDs with high intensity to be easily recognizable
by the blob detection algorithm.

We have also developed a camera calibration module to relate the measured entire
pool area to a local coordinate frame of the USV planning system running on a laptop.
The calibration of the camera provides us a model of its geometry as well as distortion
model of the lens. The calibration system uses three reference lines with the same
color markers separated by a fixed distance of 1.5 m (see Figure 3.13). The input
to the algorithm are the markers on each reference line starting from the origin of
the coordinate frame and relative angles of the two of the lines (labeled as the top
and bottom lines in Figure 3.13) with the main line. The algorithm then maps
the entire physical pool to the planning workspace with the main line as the positive
direction of the x axis. The algorithm is based on the calibration procedure developed
by Sturm and Maybank [79] and the Matlab camera calibration toolbox [80]. The
algorithm represents a simplified version of the referred algorithms since the boats
move approximately in the same plane.

The sensor uncertainty is handled through the use of the extended Kalman filter
[34]. Due to the difficulty of reliable perception of all obstacles in the pool, we let
the user to mark their positions using the interface of the planning system. In this
way, the user has the option to define a set of virtual obstacles that may reflect the
physical obstacles in the scene.

For physical experiments, the trajectory planner utilizes the control action set for
the USV as shown in Figure 3.2a). It consists of 5 control actions uA, uB, uC (and their
symmetric counterparts u′B and u′C) with different final orientations uA,θ = 0.785 rad,
uB,θ = 0.4636 rad,uC,θ = 0 rad, and positions uA,f = [0.8, 0.8]T m,uB,f = [0.8, 0.4]T

m, uC,f = [0.8, 0]T m. The control actions were determined based on the dynamic
characteristics of the boat as well as its dimension (0.6 × 0.15 × 0.13 m) and the
obstacle density of the experimental environment. We specified the final orientation
as well as position for each control action and employed a PID controller to validate
the dynamical feasibility of the control action in the simulator. In addition, we set the
maximum surge speed for the USV to be constant of 0.8 ms−1 for straight segments
of the trajectory and 0.3 ms−1 for turns.



3.7.7 Experimental Results of Overall Planning Approach

In the designed physical experiment, an autonomous USV was supposed to follow a
human-teleoperated target boat within the tank. The USV had a complete knowl-
edge of the operating scene. The developed planner was utilized to find the shortest
possible, dynamically feasible trajectory among obstacles to approach the target with
a given orientation. Due to the limited dimension of the scene, we did not evaluate
the motion goal prediction algorithm in these experiments. The developed trajectory
tracking controller allowed the USV to follow the trajectory without overshooting and
taking unnecessary corrective maneuvers.

Figure 3.14 shows a sequence of planning situations that arose during the execution
of the follow task. In all these situations, the planner computes the shortest possible
trajectory by taking the current positions of both the USV and the teleoperated
boat, and estimating their heading. In most of the situations, the USV takes the
same trajectory as the teleoperated boat. However, as can be seen in the situation
illustrated in Fig. 3.14f), the USV chooses a shorter, different trajectory to approach
the teleoperated boat. The experiment also shows that the developed system is able
to compute and reliably execute the nominal trajectory.

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, we presented an approach for target boat following using an au-
tonomous unmanned surface vehicle. The developed approach consists of the motion
goal prediction, trajectory planning, and trajectory tracking algorithms. The motion
goal prediction algorithm is used for estimation of the future pose of the target boat
and computation of the desired pose for the USV to efficiently follow the target. A fast
trajectory planner was developed for computation of a trajectory that complies with
differential constraints of the USV. A trajectory tracking controller was developed for
computation of desired velocities along the trajectory.

We have demonstrated the capabilities of the planner using both simulation and
physical experiments. We have shown the efficiency of the motion goal prediction
component in terms of the time spent in a proximity region around the target boat
and travelled distance savings while following the target boat in environments with
varying obstacle densities. The follow task imposes strict planning time constraints.
Hence, it was necessary to satisfy these constraints by searching through a hybrid,
pose-position state space with a multi-resolution control action set. We have carried
out a detailed study of the developed techniques to speed up the search by finding
a balance between computational time requirements and trajectory length. For the
evaluation of the trajectory planner and tracker on a physical boat, we have developed
a physical setup that encompasses vision, image processing, control, and software
components.



Chapter 4

Predictive Asset Defense by Team
of Autonomous Surface Vehicles in
Environment with Civilian Boats

Contributors: Eric Raboin, Petr Švec, Dana S. Nau, and Satyandra K. Gupta

4.1 Introduction

Teams of cooperative, highly-maneuverable unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) [25]
can be utilized for guarding designated regions or assets (e.g. oil tanker, commercial
cargo ship, etc.) against hostile boats in naval missions. The use of autonomous
robotic systems brings several advantages which include reducing the risk of human
fatalities and significantly decreasing the cost of missions, while preserving the ex-
pected level of security. This, however, imposes multiple challenging requirements on
the decision-making capability of these vehicles.

Guarding an asset by a team of USVs requires cooperative patrolling of the sur-
rounding area, approaching and observing passing boats, recognizing hostile boats,
and delaying their progress towards the asset by active blocking (see Fig. 4.1). Intel-
ligent, balanced decisions about which tasks to perform must be made by the vehicles
to keep adversaries away from the asset for as long as possible and to prevent them
from reaching the asset without being recognized. This presents a non-trivial chal-
lenge for the USVs since the identity of the hostile boats may not be known at the
time they enter visibility range. In addition, the possibility of intermittent communi-
cation interruptions and the differential constraints of the vehicles impose additional
complications. The vehicles also have to consider the time dependencies of the prob-
lem since selecting current tasks requires knowledge of what future tasks are possible
in order to maximize the expected performance of the entire team. Finally, the task
allocation must be done efficiently despite the very large state-action space since
multiple tasks can be assigned to multiple vehicles simultaneously, and the developed
approach should be general enough to be usable for a range of scenarios and missions.

This chapter presents a decentralized, contract-based planning approach for a
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Figure 4.1: A team of unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) is guarding an oil tanker
against hostile boats in a region with civilian traffic. During the operation, each boat
is assigned a probability of being hostile based on observations made by the USVs.

team of USVs to guard a valuable asset against hostile boats in an environment with
civilian traffic. The work is mostly concerned with high-level task allocation and
behavior optimization to allow safe, high-performance, autonomous operation. The
developed planner computes an approximate solution to an instance of the MT-MR-
TA (i.e., multi-task robots, multi-robot tasks, time-extended allocation) variant of
the task allocation problems in real-time [81].

According to the developed planning approach, the individual vehicles use two-
side share and offer contracts to incrementally agree on the observe, guard, and delay
tasks. The contracts allow the vehicles to establish a specific communication and
task allocation protocol. Model-predictive simulations are leveraged for evaluation of
candidate dynamic task allocations, i.e. by looking-ahead and estimating the utility
of the allocation in order to optimize the assignment of future tasks based on the
current state of the boats in the scene.

The tasks are realized by their corresponding parameterized behaviors that are
optimized for a specific mission (e.g., defined by the number of available USVs, an
estimated number of intruders, spatial distribution of the incoming boats in respect
to the target, expected distribution of civilian traffic, etc.). The behaviors imple-
ment a local, reactive obstacle avoidance and interception strategy that respects the
differential constraints of the vehicles. The weightings of the behaviors and simula-
tion parametrization of the planner are optimized concurrently to account for their
individual contributions to the overall guarding strategy.

The developed planner is capable of computing a task allocation plan in real-time
and is scalable to a large number of vehicles. We demonstrate its performance in



simulation using a team of autonomous unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) guard-
ing a valuable asset. We compare it to a baseline approach, which does not carry
out additional information-gathering tasks, and a heuristic strategy that does not
use predictive simulation to aid in the task assignment. We also evaluate how the
performance of the planner is affected by varying the frequency of communication
interruptions and the accuracy of the predictive simulation.

The outline of the chapter is as follows: in Section 4.2, we provide a formal
definition of our multi-agent planning problem, followed by a detailed description of
our approach in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 we describe an experimental setup and
discuss our results, then provide a brief discussion of future work in Section 4.5.

4.2 Problem Formulation

We define a multi-agent planning problem where a team of USVs must defend a
stationary target from a team of hostile intruders. The USV team’s objective is to
delay the hostile boats’ arrival at the target. More formally, given,

(i.) a continuous, non-empty state space X ⊆ R3 × S, where each state x =
{x, y, ψ, v} defines the coordinates x and y, heading angle ψ, and surge speed
v of a single boat or USV

(ii.) a control action space Q(x) ∈ R2 for each x ∈ X, where each control action
q = {∆v,∆ψ} defines a change in surge speed ∆v and heading angle ∆ψ

(iii.) a team of USVs U = {u1, u2, . . . um} protecting a target positioned at location
ltarget where vmax,ui is the maximum surge speed of USV ui

(iv.) a set of passing boats B = {b1, b2, . . . bn} including intruder boats I ⊆ B where
vmax,bi is the maximum surge speed of boat bi

(v.) the state of the world s = {xu1 , . . .xum ,xb1 , . . .xbn} defining the state xui of
every USV ui and state xbi of every boat bi,

(vi.) observation history Oui,tk = {ot1 , ot2 , . . . otk} for ui at time tk, where otj =
〈stj , Ftj〉 is the state of world stj at time tj and Ftj = {fb1 , . . . fbn} is a set of
observed features fbi (e.g. size, color) for each boat bi,

(vii.) joint observation history Oui = {Ou1,tj , . . . Oum,tk} representing the combined
observation histories of the USV team based on the most recent information
available to USV ui

(viii.) a communication reliability function Ctk(ui, uj) which returns true if USV ui is
able to communicate with USV uj at time tk, and false otherwise

(ix.) a set of observe tasks, Ho, where USVs are responsible for gathering information
about the passing boats; a set of guard tasks, Hg, where USVs must position
themselves in vulnerable areas around the target; and a set of delay tasks, Hd,
where USVs must intercept and then block a hostile USV,



(x.) an observation classification function P (bi ∈ I|Ouj) that returns the probability
that boat bi is an intruder given observation history Ouj

(xi.) a non-deterministic opponent model πbi(Ouj) that returns a velocity vector v
for boat bi, defining the behavior of boat bi given observation history Ouj

(xii.) a response team probability threshold palert, indicating at what probability
P (bi ∈ I|Ouj) an alert should be triggered for boat bi

Compute,

(i.) a joint task allocation Aui = {Hu1 , Hu2 , . . . Hum} for the USV team from USV
ui’s perspective, where Huj ⊆ Ho ∪Hg ∪Hd is the set of tasks assigned to USV
uj. Each guard or observe task may only be assigned to one USV at a time,
while delay tasks may be assigned to multiple USVs.

(ii.) a policy πui(Oui ,Aui) that returns a control action q ∈ Q for USV ui given the
current observation history Oui and task allocation Aui .

The USV team does not know a priori which boats are hostile, but can determine
whether a boat is hostile through observation. The features fbi ∈ Ftj in the USV
team’s observation history are used by the classification function P (bi ∈ I|Oui) to
determine the probability that boat bi is an intruder. We assume that this function
is given, and that its exact nature will vary depending on the scenario.

If at any time the probability P (bi ∈ I|Oui) exceeds palert for any boat bi, then
an alert is triggered. The delay time, tdelay, is the difference between the time talert
that an alert was triggered, and the time tarrival when an intruder arrives at the
target. The objective of each USV is to find a task allocation A∗ui and policy π∗ui that
maximize the expected tdelay for the first boat bj that reaches the target,

〈A∗ui , π
∗
ui
〉 = arg max

Aui ,πui

E[tdelay|πui(Oui ,Aui)]. (4.1)

4.2.1 Communication

Communication between USVs is modeled as a network of pairwise connections,
shown in Fig. 4.2. For a given time step, the communication link between any two
USVs ui, uj may be interrupted, meaning they are not able to directly exchange in-
formation about task assignments or observations. As a result, the joint observation
history Oui and task allocation Aui may differ for each USV depending on the severity
of the interruptions.

At each time step tk, an attempt is made to synchronize the information held by
each USV. The most recent observation history Ouj ,tk and task assignment Huj of
USV uj are added to USV uj’s joint observation history Oui and task allocation Aui
if communication between USVs is possible, as determined by Ctk(ui, uj). If USV ui
cannot directly communicate with USV uj, it may still learn of uj’s observations and
task assignment through a third USV uk that can communicate with both agents, but
it will take two time steps for this information to propagate. Additional considerations
when trying to coordinate task exchanges between USVs are discussed at the end of
Section 4.3.3.
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Figure 4.2: An example of a communication network.

4.3 Approach

The joint task allocation, Aui , is computed online and updated during each planning
time step. Several candidate allocations are evaluated, each resulting from incremen-
tal changes to the current task allocation where at most two USVs must coordinate
by sharing or offering tasks. Our algorithm uses both heuristics and model-predictive
simulation to determine which candidate task allocation should be selected.

The policy for each USV, πui(Oui ,Aui), accepts the task allocation and observa-
tion history as input and generates an appropriate control action q ∈ Q. The policy is
implemented using parameterized behaviors that have been tuned offline by a genetic
algorithm. These low-level behaviors are defined below, followed by a description of
our algorithm for high-level task allocation, a description of the model-predictive sim-
ulation process, and an overview of how we utilize the genetic algorithm for behavior
optimization.

4.3.1 Behaviors

The policy πui(Oui ,Aui) is computed by finding a motion goal that satisfies the lower-
level policies for the guard, observe, and delay tasks in ui’s task assignment Hui ∈ Aui ,
then finding an action q ∈ Q to steer the USV towards that goal while performing
local obstacle avoidance.

The motion goal for each individual task hj ∈ Hui is given by Mhj(Aui) as defined
below

Mhj(Aui) =


a boat’s location, lbj , if hj ∈ Ho,

a guard location, lgj , if hj ∈ Hg,

lint(ui, bj,Aui), if hj ∈ Hd,

(4.2)

where lint(ui, bj,Aui) is a heuristically calculated intercept point for USV ui to block
boat bj, given the set of USVs that are assigned to delay bj in Aui .
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Figure 4.3: USV u1 approaches the weighted motion goal Mw(Oui ,Aui) corresponding
to two observe tasks for boats b1 and b2 and a guard task for location l1.

The actual motion goal for USV ui is defined as

Mui(Oui ,Aui) =

{
Mhj(Aui), if ∃hj ∈ Hui ∩Hd,

Mw(Oui ,Aui), otherwise,
(4.3)

which returns Mhj(Aui) = lint(ui, bj,Aui) if Hui contains some delay task hj. Other-
wise, it returns a weighted motion goal (see Fig. 4.3) based on the USV ui’s currently
assigned guard and observe tasks,

Mw(Oui ,Aui) =

∑
hj∈Hui

whj(Oui)Mhj(Aui)∑
hj∈Hui

whj(Oui)
, (4.4)

where whj(Oui) is the weight of task hj, equal to wguard if hj is a guard task, and
equal to wbj(Oui) if hj is an observe task for boat bj,

wbj(Oui) = wintrP (bj ∈ I|Oui)(1 +
wdist

|ltarget − lbj |
). (4.5)

The parameters wguard, wintr, and wdist are tuned for each mission using the method
described in Sec. 4.3.5.

The calculation of lint(ui, bj,Aui) is based on a simplification of the movement
of USVs and intruders. Without considering differential constraints, we calculate
a straight line path from the intruder to the guarded asset, and then calculate the
optimal intercept point for each USV to the intruder. An example of this heuristic
calculation is shown in Fig. 4.4.

During the calculation of lint, the speed of the intruder is estimated to be vbj(k) =
vmax,bj ∗ (bblock)

k after being intercepted by k USVs, adjusting the optimal intercept
point for all subsequent USVs.
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Figure 4.4: Heuristic model of USVs u1 and u2 intercepting intruder b1 in a simplified
version of the problem. The intercept points serve as a motion goal for the delay
behavior of the USVs in the actual game.

4.3.2 Control Action Selection

Given motion goal Mui(Oui ,Aui), an appropriate control action q ∈ Q(xui) must be
selected to direct the USV towards its goal while avoiding collisions with other boats
or static obstacles. The set of feasible control actions Q(x) = A(x)×Θ(x) is subject
to physical constraints, where

A(x) = {∆v : amin(x) ≤ ∆v ≤ amax(x)} (4.6)

Θ(x) = {∆ψ : θmin(x) ≤ ∆ψ ≤ θmax(x)} (4.7)

define the minimum and maximum change in surge speed ∆v and turning angle ∆ψ
given state x. We assume that the maximum turning radius decreases as the surge
speed v increases. We also assume that boats cannot travel in reverse, so amin(x) is
zero when the surge speed v is zero.

We use a simple steering model for the motions of boats and USVs, where control
action q = {∆v,∆ψ} determines the change in surge speed v and orientation ψ,
while ∆x = v cos(ψ) and ∆y = v sin(ψ) determine the change in coordinates (x, y).
To estimate the movement of the USV after time step ∆t, we use the formula

x′ = x + ∆x(q)∆t (4.8)

where ∆x(q) = {∆x,∆y,∆ψ,∆v} represents the change in x given control action q.
Given state xui and motion goal Mui , let ψui be ui’s current heading angle and

let φMui
be the desired heading angle in the direction of Mui . The steering angle to

achieve this new heading is determined by,

∆ψMui
(xui) = arg min

∆ψ∈Θ(xui )
|d(φMui

, ψui + ∆ψ)|. (4.9)

where d(φj, φk) is the minimum difference between any two angles φj and φk. Simi-
larly, the change in surge speed is determined by,

∆vMui
(xui) = arg min

∆v∈A(xui )
|γMui

− (vui + ∆v)| (4.10)
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Figure 4.5: USV u1 adjusts its heading to steer away from the region blocked by boat
b1 based on the depicted obstacle avoidance fan.

where γMui
is the desired surge speed of USV ui as it approaches Mui . The resulting

control action is simply,

qMui
(xui) = {∆vMui

(xui),∆ψMui
(xui)} (4.11)

however this control action may lead to a collision with obstacles such as other boats
or rocks. To reduce the chance of collision, the desired heading φMui

and velocity
vMui

are adjusted using reactive obstacle avoidance.
As depicted in Fig. 4.5, each USV has an obstacle avoidance fan with radius ravoid

and angular span savoid to identify which obstacles pose a risk of collision. Headings
within the obstacle avoidance fan are considered blocked if they are occupied by an
obstacle or will become occupied by an obstacle within some time tlead based on the
obstacles’ current velocities. Obstacles are assumed to have a non-zero radius.

Let Z = {z1, z2, . . . , zn} be a set of unblocked sectors inside the obstacle avoidance
fan, where each zj = [φj,a, φj,b] is a range of angles that are not blocked and where the
ordering constraint φj,b ≤ φj+1,a holds for all j < n. Let φj,mid be a midpoint between
φj,a and φj,b. Heading φ is considered safe if it is within the obstacle avoidance fan,
and φ ∈ [φ1,a, φ1,mid] or φ ∈ [φn,mid, φn,b], which is trivially true if n = 1.

If φ∗Mui
is the most direct heading to the motion goal, the adjusted heading after

reactive obstacle avoidance is,

φMui
=

{
φ∗Mui

, if φ∗Mui
is safe,

φk,mid s.t. zk = zmax, otherwise,
(4.12)

where zmax is the widest unblocked sector,

zmax = arg max
zj∈Z
|d(φj,b, φj,a)| (4.13)
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Figure 4.6: USV u1 intercepts intruder b1 diverting it from its intended path to the
asset.

The surge speed of the USV is not affected by obstacle avoidance unless Z = ∅, at
which point the USV will slow to a stop. Thus, the desired surge speed is,

γMui
=


0, if Z = ∅,
vmax,ui

|Mui−lui |
rslow

, if |Mui − lui | < rslow,

vmax,ui , otherwise,

(4.14)

where lui is ui’s current location, and rslow determines at what distance the USV
should start to slow down.

To avoid needlessly complex trajectories, we define non-zero radius rgoal such that
the USV is considered at its destination if it is within rgoal of its motion goal Mui .
The resulting policy for USV ui is simply,

πui(Oui ,Aui) =

{
qMui

(xui), if |Mui − lui| > rgoal,

qstop(xui), otherwise,
(4.15)

where qstop(xui) = {amin(xui), 0} is a control action that quickly halts the movement
of the USV.

The control action selection for passing boats is identical to USVs, only a different
motion goal Mbj and different set of parameters ravoid, savoid and rslow are selected.
For our experiments detailed in Section 4.4, the parameters for the passing boats
including intruders are predefined, while the parameters for the USVs are learned
using a genetic algorithm, described in Section 4.3.5.

If one or more USVs move within the obstacle avoidance fan of an another boat,
the boat will be forced to adjust its trajectory to avoid a collision. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.6, where a USV intercepts an intruder, diverting its trajectory away from
the target.

4.3.3 Task Allocation

At the start of each scenario, an initial allocation Aui,0 assigns a set of guard locations
to each USV, distributed uniformly at radius rguard around the target. As new boats



enter the scene, observation tasks for each boat are assigned to the nearest USV. At
regular time intervals, a reallocation step occurs, in which each USV ui computes a
revised allocation A′ui , defined as

A′ui = arg max
Aui,j

∈C
eval(Oui ,Aui,j) (4.16)

where C is a set of candidate task allocations determined by Alg. 3, and eval(Oui ,Aui,j)
computes an estimated delay time for a candidate Aui,j using the model-predictive
simulation as described in Sec. 4.3.4. Each candidate Aui,j ∈ C differs from Aui by re-
assigning a single task from Hui to another USV, sharing a task from Hui with another
USV, or both. These represent incremental changes, useful for gradually improving
the joint task allocation without the need to evaluate all possible allocations.

Algorithm 3 GenerateCandidates(Oui ,Aui , ui): Generate a set of candidate
task allocations.
1: C ← {Aui} if ∃hj ∈ Huj ∩Hd then
2: C ← C ∪ ShareTasks(Oui ,Aui , ui) for each Aui,j ∈ C do
3: C ← C ∪OfferTasks(Oui ,Aui,j, ui)
4: return C

The function OfferTasks(Oui ,Aui , ui) returns a set of task allocations CO =
{Aui,0,Aui,1, . . .Aui,m} where each Aui,j ∈ CO is the same as the input allocation Aui ,
except that a task hf has been removed from Hui and given to another USV uj ∈ U
instead. The task hf ∈ Hui is the task whose individual motion goal Mhf (Oui ,Aui)
is furthest from ui’s current motion goal. Intuitively, this means we are dropping a
task that the USV ui is least able to fulfill, and creating candidate allocations for the
other USVs who may be better suited for that task.

The definition of ShareTasks(Oui ,Aui , ui) is very similar to OfferTasks, only
the original task hf is never dropped and delay tasks are the only tasks considered.
If a delay task already has dmax USVs assigned to it, the task will not be shared. If
at any point P (bi ∈ I|Oui) exceeds the alert threshold palert, the observe task for the
boat bi will be automatically converted into a delay task for bi.

For USV ui to either offer or share a task with another USV uj, the two USVs must
explicitly communicate. If Ctk(ui, uj) is false, indicating no communication is possible
between ui and uj, then exchanges between these agents cannot be performed until
communication is re-established. Since communication interruptions are dynamic, we
evaluate all candidate exchanges even if they are currently infeasible, then determine
whether they are still infeasible once the evaluation is finished. If the best performing
candidate allocation is still infeasible due to interrupted communication, then the next
best candidate is selected, unless there are no feasible candidates to choose from.

4.3.4 Predictive Simulation

Each USV ui generates a set C of candidate task allocations using the method in
Alg. 3. To evaluate eachAui,j ∈ C, we generate a set of k possible worlds W = {wi}ki=1
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Figure 4.7: Candidate task allocations a) the current task allocation A without mod-
ification, b) modification of A with a delay task offered to USV u2 by USV u1, c)
modification of A with a delay task shared to USV u2.

consistent with the current ui’s observation history Oui . Each possible world wi is
generated by selecting a set of possible intruder boats Ii ⊆ B based on the observa-
tions made by the USV team, i.e. different scenarios consisting of the encountered
boats that are assumed to be intruders and boats that are not intruders. The number
of possible sets Ii is determined by the minimum xmin and maximum xmax number of
intruders specified for the problem domain, where k =

∑xmax

i=xmin

(
n
i

)
given n total boats

in the scene. If some boats have already been positively identified as intruders, this
is reflected in the set of possible worlds considered. For each set of possible intruders
Ii we estimate the joint probability,

PIi =

∏
bj∈Ii

P (bj ∈ I|Oui)

 ∏
bj∈B\Ii

1− P (bj ∈ I|Oui)


where PIi is an approximation of P (Ii = I|Oui) where I is the true set of intruders
that may be unknown to the USV ui. This approximation is computed by assuming
that the appearance of each intruder is statistically independent from the appearance
of other intruders.

For performance reasons, we only simulate the m most likely possible worlds and
compute a weighted average to produce a heuristic estimate of the expected utility,
E[U(Πu)] where Πu = {πui(Oui ,Aui) : ui ∈ U} is the joint policy of the entire USV
team. As before, utility is defined as tdelay = tarrival − talert. During the simulation,
the policies πui and πbj of USVs and boats are integrated to produce successor states.

During the predictive simulation, the task re-allocation step (see Sec. 4.3.3) is
performed at less than the normal frequency, and a fast heuristic evaluation method
is used to select the best USV, described below. This is to prevent the predictive



simulation from recursively calling itself, which would otherwise lead to an exponential
blow up as the simulation searches deeper. Each trial is also given a maximum
lookahead time, after which the delay time is estimated based on the current state.

When determining which USV should receive a guard or observe tasks, the heuris-
tic selects the USV uj that has the least distance between its current motion goal and
the new task. If USV uj is already assigned a delay task, the distance between its
current motion goal and the motion goal corresponding to the new task is multiplied
by woccupied. When assigning delay tasks, the USV ui is selected that maximizes the
estimated delay time, given the trajectory provided by the heuristically calculated
intercept point lint(ui, bj,Oui ,Aui).

In the worst case, if xmin = 0 and xmax = n, the number of possible worlds
k evaluated by the predictive simulator is bounded by O(2n). For small problems
it may be acceptable to evaluate all possible worlds, but for larger problems it is
computationally infeasible, which is why we only select the m most likely possible
worlds. Alternatively, one might sample from the possible worlds to form a statistical
estimate, but we do not explore that approach in this chapter.

4.3.5 Optimization of Behaviors

We used a genetic algorithm (GA) [82] to optimize the 11 underlying parameters
wguard, wintr, wdist, bblock, dmax, rguard, woccupied, rslow, rgoal, ravoid and savoid, of the
behavior and control action selection policies to further improve the expected utility
of the USV policy. The optimization of these parameters allows the USVs to make
balanced decisions between guarding a certain location, observing incoming boats,
and intercepting and thus delaying the movement of identified intruders.

The genetic algorithm was run for 150 generations using a population size of
100 chromosomes, where each chromosome represented a complete set of parameters.
The parameters for the initial population were assigned at random, while subsequent
populations were bred based on the fitness values of the previous generation. Each
chromosome’s fitness was measured using the median delay time from 250 random
simulation runs. We utilized roulette wheel selection to determine the breeding pop-
ulation, and applied genetic operators with a crossover rate of 0.35 and mutation rate
of 0.08. Each chromosome in the subsequent population might have some or all of its
parameters modified by these operators.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

We have evaluated our planning approach using two distinct scenarios. In scenario
1, shown in Fig. 4.8, the target is positioned within a circular region without any
static obstacles. In scenario 2, shown in Fig. 4.9, the target is positioned above static
terrain restricting the direction of incoming boats. In scenario 1 there are a total of
5 USVs and 3 intruders, while in scenario 2 there are 3 USVs and 2 intruders. Not
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Figure 4.8: Scenario 1, five USVs defend a target in an open ocean with several
passing boats. Boat x19, identified as an intruder, is pursued by USVs u2 and u4.
The task assignments for each USV are shown as connecting lines.

counting USVs, both scenarios maintain a total of 8 boats in the scene at any given
time.

At the beginning of each trial, the positions of passing boats are initialized at
random locations around the target. During the run, new boats appear at random
locations along the boundary of the operating space, which is defined as a ring in the
scenario 1, (with an inner and outer radius of 80 and 100 m), or as two rectangles on
the left and right sides of the target in the scenario 2 (with a distance of 80 m from
the target and a width of 20 m). The number of boats in the scene is held at a fixed
amount, so new boats will appear as other boats leave the operating space.

Each boat’s initial trajectory is a path tangent to a randomly sized circle (or
semi-circle in scenario 2) surrounding the target with minimum and maximum radius
of 30 and 60 m. The intruders turn towards the target when they pass within 60 m,
but if an intruder passes within 5 m of a USV, it will start approaching the target
immediately. The maximum speed is 10 m/s for both USVs and all other boats.
Whether a boat will be an intruder or not is determined by the elapsed time of the
simulation. Only non-intruder boats will appear during the first 30 seconds of the
simulation, immediately followed by 2 or 3 intruders depending on the scenario. Thus,
a group of intruders will always appear at or around the same time in the simulation.

Both intruders and non-intruder boats use the same reactive obstacle avoidance
strategy described in Section 4.3.2. For intruders, the parameters ravoid and savoid
are set to 10 m and 120◦ respectively, while for non-intruders they are set to 15 m
and 180◦. The intruder is given a more aggressive set of parameters allowing it to
approach other boats more closely before adjusting its trajectory. For USVs, these
parameters are optimized using the genetic algorithm described in Section 4.3.5.

To make the interactions between USVs and intruders more varied, an intruder
will periodically reverse direction if it senses it is being diverted away from the target
for more than 2 seconds. This prevents the USV and intruder from becoming locked in
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Figure 4.9: Scenario 2, three USVs defend a target that is protected by terrain to
the south. USVs u2 and u3 are actively blocking intruder x13, reducing the speed at
which it approaches the target.

a predictable trajectory and makes for more realistic looking blocking behavior. This
behavior, combined with aggressive parameters for obstacle avoidance, ensure that
the intruder will eventually reach the target. However, this model is not guaranteed to
be a best-response to USV team’s strategy, and therefore cannot be used to determine
the worst-case performance against any theoretical opponent.

The observation classification function provides a simulated probability that each
boat is an intruder based on the quality of the observations made by the USV team.
The observation quality αbj ∈ [0, 1] for boat bj is initially set to 0 and increases
monotonically while USV ui is within 50 m of boat bj. If d represents the distance
between ui and bj, then αbj increases at a rate of 0.5(1 − d/50) per second. This
means it takes at most 5 seconds to obtain an observation quality of αbj = 1 when
observing boat bj from a distance of 30 meters.

The function P (bj ∈ I|Oui) returns a prior probability of 0.05 when αbj = 0,
indicating that no observations have occurred. The choice of 0.05 is arbitrary, but is
meant to represent a small non-zero chance that each boat could be an intruder. As
αbj increases, the probability P (bj ∈ I|Oui) converges linearly to 1 or 0 depending
on whether or not bi is actually an intruder. Gaussian noise with standard deviation
0.1(1−αbj) is added to the probability function so that the change is non-monotonic.
For all simulations, the value palert for determining whether a boat should be classified
as a threat was set to 0.6.

During the predictive simulation described in Section 4.3.4 the task allocation
step is performed at 1/5th the normal frequency (every 5 s instead of every 1 s), the
lookahead time is set to 10 s, and only the most likely possible world is simulated
(m = 1). These parameters are useful for ensuring the predictive simulation can be
executed in real time.
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Figure 4.10: Median delay time for each generation of the genetic algorithm when
optimizing strategies for scenarios 1 and 2. Results shown for the best performing
chromosome in the population.
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Figure 4.11: Average delay time across 1000 randomly seeded trials for USV teams
using predictive, heuristic or baseline strategies. For both scenarios, the predictive
strategy was better at delaying the intruders.



4.4.2 Result of Policy Evaluation

The genetic algorithm described in Sec. 4.3.5 was performed six separate times to gen-
erate optimized parameters sets for three strategies in each of the two scenarios. The
change in performance across 150 generations is shown in Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b
for the scenario 1 and 2, respectively.

The predictive strategy is the complete strategy described in Sec. 4.3. The heuris-
tic strategy does not perform any predictive simulation and makes choices based only
on the heuristic evaluation method described in Sec. 4.3.4. The baseline strategy does
not assign observe tasks at all; each USV waits at its default guard location until an
intruder is identified, at which point a delay task is assigned to the closest dmax USVs.
Each strategy was optimized independently using the genetic algorithm.

Fig. 4.11 a) and b) show the average delay time across 1000 different trials for
each of three different strategies. The box plots show the median, upper and lower
quartile of the data set, while the whiskers mark the 5th and 95th percentiles. The
mean value is marked with a small square in each figure.

As expected, the predictive strategy performed best, followed by the heuristic
strategy, and the baseline strategy performed worst. Compared to the baseline strat-
egy, the predictive strategy increased the delay time by 67% in scenario 1 and and 84%
in scenario 2. Compared to the heuristic strategy, the predictive strategy increased
the delay time by 45% in scenario 1 and 25% in scenario 2. The difference in perfor-
mance between the heuristic and predictive strategies is less apparent in scenario 2,
likely due to the smaller number of choices during the task allocation step, increasing
the chance of the heuristic making the right decision without any simulation.

4.4.3 Simulation Accuracy

The reliability of the predictive strategy depends on how accurately the predictive
simulation is able to estimate the expected value of a candidate task allocation Aui,j.
To determine the effect of inaccuracies in the predictive simulation, we tried two
ways to make the simulation less reliable, 1) by increasing the time step used by the
predictive simulation (i.e., reducing its fidelity) and 2) by adding normally distributed
error to the utility value returned by the predictive simulation (i.e., reducing its
accuracy). The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. In
both the cases, there is a significant drop in performance as the simulation becomes
less reliable, until its performance converges to some low level value.

For scenario 1, the performance of the predictive strategy drops below that of the
purely heuristic strategy when the simulation time step exceeds 0.14 seconds or the
standard error exceeds 2 seconds. For scenario 2, this occurs when the simulation
time step exceeds 0.1 seconds or the standard error exceeds 3 seconds. For reference,
the time step of the actual simulator used for the experiments is 0.04 seconds. These
results suggest that the quality of the simulation is very important to the feasibility
of this approach.

In both scenarios, the predictive strategy was suitable for real-time computation,
even at the smallest possible time step of 0.04 s. In scenario 1, the average running
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Figure 4.12: Mean delay time across 1000 randomly seeded trials for USV teams
using the predictive strategy using time steps of various durations for the predictive
simulation.
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Figure 4.13: Mean delay time across 1000 randomly seeded trials for USV teams using
the predictive strategy when normally distributed error is added to the result of the
predictive simulation.
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Figure 4.14: Mean delay time across 1000 randomly seeded trials for USV teams using
the predictive, heuristic, and baseline strategies in the scenario 1 when communication
between USVs is interrupted.
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Figure 4.15: Mean delay time across 1000 randomly seeded trials for USV teams using
the predictive, heuristic, and baseline strategies in the scenario 2 when communication
between USVs is interrupted.



time for a single USV to complete one task allocation step was 62 ms, with a worst-
case time of 179 ms. For scenario 2, the average running time was 32 ms, with a
worst-case time of 111 ms. The running time in the worst case was not significantly
worse than the average-case, because in both cases we only evaluated one possible
world. The allotted time between task allocation steps was fixed at 1000 ms, leaving
room for more complex simulations to be used in the future.

4.4.4 Interrupted Communication

To determine the effect of interruptions in communication, we performed simulation
runs where the communication link between each pair of USVs had a random chance
of being interrupted. Fig. 4.14 and 4.15 show the average delay time for each of the
three strategies when the probability and duration of interruption events are varied.
The interrupt probability px is the chance that an interruption event will occur for a
given pair of USVs at each 0.04 s time step, while the interrupt duration dx is how long
that interruption event will persist. Each interruption event is modeled as statistically
independent and may overlap with other interruptions, blocking communication for
a potentially indefinite period of time.

As the probability and duration of interruption events increase, it negatively im-
pacts the performance of the USV team for all strategies. Going from no interruption
(i.e. px = 0 and dx = 0), to high interruption (i.e. px = 0.5 and dx = 2 s), the mean
delay time of the predictive strategy drops from 20.1 s to 7.9 s in scenario 1, and
from 20.2 s to 10.9 s in scenario 2, a difference of 12.2 s and 9.3 s respectively. The
impact on the heuristic strategy is less significant, dropping from from 13.9 s to 7.4
s in scenario 1, and from 16.3 s to 11.9 s in scenario 2, a difference of 6.5 s and 4.4 s
respectively.

For both scenarios, the difference in performance between the heuristic and predic-
tive strategies during high interruption is less than one second. Since task exchanges
are not possible without communication between agents, high interruption renders
the additional predictive simulation relatively useless. The baseline strategy also per-
forms slightly better than both the heuristic and predictive strategies in scenario 1,
with a delay time of 8.7 s, greater than the 7.9 s and 7.4 s of the other two. This may
be due to the fact that the baseline strategy uses very few task exchanges to begin
with and is therefore better optimized for situations with low communication.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have developed a decentralized, contract-based planning approach
for protecting an asset by a team of USVs operating in an environment with civilian
traffic. The developed planner is able to deal with uncertainty about which boats are
actual intruders and accounts for complex interactions of the USVs with the intruders
when allocating tasks. The planner is capable of computing the task allocation in
real-time, is scalable to large teams of USVs, and can be optimized for a specific
mission.



We have demonstrated the performance of the planner in two different simulation
scenarios. The performance was defined in terms of the expected time an intruder
takes to reach the target after being detected by the team of USVs. In both scenar-
ios, the developed model-predictive planner had a significant performance advantage
compared to the baseline strategy as well as the heuristic strategy.

In future work, we will study the effect that blending multiple tasks with vari-
able priorities has on guarding performance and learn an action-selection policy to
produce state dependent, optimized parameters rather than utilizing a static set. We
will enhance the planner to explicitly deal with the communication uncertainty by
gradually adapting its task allocation strategy through blending the contract-based
task sharing and offering with a purely local, greedy task assignment strategy. We
will also enhance the model by realistic sensor noise, static obstacles with complex
shapes, and apply the algorithm in the ground and aerial vehicles domains.
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